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1

IN TRO DUC TIO N

This study is a brief critical perspective on the traditional architecture o f inner
Oman in its pre-1970 historic setting. The year 1970 was a turning point in which a
coup d’etat brought the present sultan, the Sultan Q aboos bin Said, into power. This
event would change Oman drastically by physically unifying the country under a central
government. W ith a dramatic and extremely rapid rate, urbanization and all systems
o f com m unication were introduced. Such change has destabilized the closed tribal
system o f inner Oman in all its political, econom ic and social aspects. A long with this
change, disintegration o f a once seemingly stable and intimately lived ‘social space’
occurred.
Architecture, here, is analyzed in its traditional, non-specialized and nonautonom ous sense, that is, the single dwelling and the settlement as a whole inseparable in conception and execution. Both dwelling and settlement were part o f a
larger integrated cultural totality. This brief ‘critical analysis’ focuses on the ‘social
space’ and its formal aspects o f the Omani traditional man-m ade environment in
relations to the overall socio-econom ic and political power relations. In this way, the
single dwelling is analyzed in the context o f the 'harali or the neighborhood cluster
where the dwelling is located. And both are analyzed in relation to the traditional
patriarchal power relations which dominated the politics o f the tribal system.
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A s a critical analysis, this study approaches the traditional built environment
with an interdisciplinary and comparative m ethodology. This means incorporating
various tools o f analysis ranging from what Jean-Francois Lyotard calls "grand
narratives," including holistic discourses like marxism and poststructuralism to less
totalizing ones such as feminism (Collier: 1990, 1-9). However, the systems o f thought
engaged here are not necessarily derived from their Western sources, but m ostly from
their Arabic interpretations. In fact, the attempt here is primarily to engage som e o f the
contemporary Arab critical m odes o f thought as tools to analyze issues o f the
traditional built environment including critiques o f Hisham Sharabi on patriarchy and
Fatima Mernissi regarding male/female social dynamics in the Arabo-M uslim world.
This approach stems from a conscious realization o f the need for resistance
against the orientalist m ode o f thinking even though there are no guarantees o f such
success.

A lthough orientalist assumptions and observations have their insightful

m om ents, as a rule, orientalists did not hesitate to generalize and reduce com plex
relations to mere fixed and unchangeable ‘natural phenom ena’ belonging to the realm
o f the ‘irrational.’ A s presented by Edward Said (1978), "Orientalism" as a discourse,
had produced an Arabo-Islam ic world o f "romance, exotic beings, haunting memories
and landscapes" where Islam, for Von Grunebaum, is "monolithic, scornful o f ordinary
human experience, gross, reductive, unchanging..."(Alsayyad,

1991; 35).

M ore

specifically, as suggested by Janet Abu-Lughud and later evoked by A lsayyad (1991) in
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his book Cities and Caliphs, orientalists had produced a general stereotypical m odel o f
the "Islamic City" which, as Von Grunebaum had put it dismissing any geo-historic or
socio-political referential circumstances, "did not represent a uniform type o f civilized
life as had the Greek or R om an town..."(35). Thus, this study attempts to depart
substantively from such nostalgic and reductive impulses o f orientalist discourse. It
does so by critically examining the traditional built environment as an outcom e o f a
com plex set o f day-to-day relationships existing am ong its inhabitants and according
to their cultural logic dictated by interdependent socio-econom ic and geo-historic
factor.
A long these lines, this study engages the Arabo-M uslim concept oVhurmali in
its broadest sense to denote the Arabo-M uslim ‘social space.’ ‘Hurmah? which is
defined later in m ore detail, is a fluid term which refers to a myriad o f meanings,
ranging from the "forbidden" or sacred space o f the m osque to the fam ily or female
private dom ain in the dwelling. A s such, its meaning is articulated and manipulated by
the ‘patriarchal condition’ and expressed and achieved through architectural means.
And in this way, '’hurmali is defined, in this study, as an attribute which evolves and
oscillates between being more symbolic to being more territorial. '‘Hurmali as sym bolic
refers to the A rabo-M uslim ideal world view or belief system o f spatial organization and
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use which relies less on the architectonic form than on the sociocu ltu ral determ inants.1
However, 'hurmatf as territorial refers to a politico-econom ic power which tends to
transform ‘social space’ into a politically and econom ically defensive territory.12 Thus,
the m ore sym bolic the '’hurmaH is, the m ore egalitarian the ‘social space’ is used and
perceived; and the m ore territorial the '’hurmaH becomes, the m ore hierarchical the
‘social space’ becomes. This leads us to loosely classify the type o f dwelling according
to the social status o f its inhabitants into "shaykhlf (more territorial and hierarchical)
a n d "non-shaykhiy' (more sym bolic and egalitarian). Shaykh refers to the tribal or subtribal leader whose patriarchal authority stems primarily from his econom ic and
political power.
The study begins with a general description o f the traditional Arabo-M uslim
family structure and its complex dynamic relations with particular reference to the
family in Inner Oman. This part examines the diverse social factors which influence the
shaping o f the indigenous ‘social space,’ as well as its architectural representation - s u c h

1 ‘Symbolic’ here derives some of its meaning from the anthropological as well as psychoanalytic usage.
Anthropologically, here to ’symbol,’ as defined by Leslie White, means "freely and arbitrarily to originate and
bestow meaning upon a thing or event [in our context, space and time], and, correspondingly,...to grasp and
appreciate such meaning." (quoted by Kottac, C., in Cultural Anthropology. 1987:25). Psychoanalytically, as
defined by Elizabeth Grosz, and as based on the work of Lacan and Kristeva, (I use only a small part of the
definition), "symbolic" refers to "the organization of the social order according to the imperatives of paternal
authority...for Lacan, it refers to the social and signifying order [of law and language] governing culture...",
Sexual Subversions, 1989:xxii
2 For a broader and clearer definition of the concept o f ‘territoriality’ refer to Doxtater’s "Cultural Space"
as a Needed Researched Concept in the Study of Housing: the White Pueblos of Andalusia, in HousingCulture and Design. Low and Chambers (eds). University of Pennsylvania Press. (1989). pg. 115-140.
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as the dwelling’s form, facade and decoration.

Follow ing this part is a chapter

attempting to articulate the traditional patriarchal system in relation to the organization
and use o f ‘social space.’
A chapter on the M uslim female’s diverse views on the Arabo-M uslim concept
o f ‘social space’ follows. Here, I rely m ore on the work o f the M oroccan feminist
Fatim a M em issi, who writes on the M uslim theory o f sexuality based on an eleventhcentury M uslim scholar, Imam Ghazali. Her observations not only m ay help explain
the existing traditional ‘social space’ but also, and more importantly, they fit the existing
spatial manifestation.

Follow ing this general background and the dual views, the

patriarchal and the feminist, is a section on '‘hurmali which is structured around a
question:

in the patriarchal context, is '‘hurmah? or ‘social space,’ sym bolic or

territorial?
In light o f this discussion, I proceed to analyze the actual built environment.
First, I describe the tribal or clan neighborhood cluster known as 'haraH which is an
inseparable part o f the traditional dwelling. W hat connects and coordinates spatial use
between the '‘harah and the dwelling is what I term ‘social tim e.’ ‘Social tim e’ refers to
the division o f the daily temporal cycle according to the M uslim five daily prayers into
five daily periods; it show s how ‘social time’ is structured around and by the rituals o f
daily worship.

Follow ing the section on ‘social tim e’ is a lengthy analysis and

description o f the dwelling which is classified into "shaykhlf and "non-shaykhly." I
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then conclude by raising m ore questions regarding what is applicable for our
contemporary time in terms o f interpreting the traditional. In other words, I attempt
to understand the present urban and architectural situation and direction in light o f the
past, bearing in mind Sharabi’s (1988) argument that what we have in the Arab world
today, in fact, is not ‘modernity’ but "neopatriarchy."

T h e S ettin g

Although many o f the ideas in this study may well be applicable to other, similar
regions or societies o f the M iddle East, this study focuses on the region o f inner Oman,
particularly the Sharqiyya region (Eastern region), as a geographic setting. A lso, as
already m entioned, this study reflects the historic setting before 1970.
M y object o f analysis deals with the villages and oasis tow ns o f Inner Oman
which are located mainly in and around the western side o f the sweeping Hijjar
m ountain range. The Hijjar m ountain range dominates the terrain and acts as a mighty
barrier separating the coast from Inner Oman, except for few wadis (barren valleys)
which connect the two regions. Thus, the topography o f m ost settlements m ay be
characterized as a hill-and-valley, natural landscape - a major influence in the
settlement pattern o f these villages and towns.
The climate o f Inner Oman is greatly affected by the Hijjar m ountain terrain.

MAP OF OMAN SHOWING THE AREA COVERED IN THIS STUDY
(JOURNAL OF OMAN STUDIES)
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Blocking the influence o f the sea, the air inland is dryer than on the coast, and the
temperature range is wider between day and night, and summer and winter. F or design
purposes, the period between M ay and August is critical since daytime temperatures are
extremely hot (above com fort zone), and the period between N ovem ber and February
is very cold, especially at night (below com fort zone). A lso, wind directions follow the
valley-and-hill natural slopes which affect settlement patterns. Settlements situated
around valleys utilize the terrain to take advantage o f wind directions, either by
blocking undesirable winds by hills or funneling desirable winds along the valley.
Generally, between October and M ay, prevailing winds are Northerly, and between
June and September South-w esterly.3
Ideologically, m ost o f the population o f Inner Oman belongs to the Ibadhi sect
o f Islam, and alm ost all o f this population is tribal. Until the middle o f the twentieth
century, allied tribes belonged to one o f the two main tribal confederations: the Ghafiri
and the Hinawi. A s the smallest, numerically, o f the three Islamic sect: Sunni, Shia’ and
Ibadhi, Ibadhism differs from the other two, beside other m inor variations, in its
rejection o f the notion that "the caliphate or the Imamate (spiritual leadership o f the
com m unity) should be vested in any one descent group, even that o f the Prophet
(Eickelman, D ., 1985, 4).

3 See details in Cain, Afshar, and Norton 1974: 156
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Economically, agriculture played the main role in Inner Oman socio-political
organization. Agriculture depended mainly on the ‘falaj system o f irrigation. The

‘fate] system m ay be defined loosely as: "a unified irrigation system which distributes,
by means o f a network o f canals, a source o f water to those who have established rights
in it ...[a system] which traditionally forms the basis o f village settlements o f any size in
the interior o f the country. It is a pattern o f water exploitation which is quite different
from the Batina [coastal region], in which almost continuous littoral settlements are
based on wells (W ilkinson, 1980; 124-25). Other sources o f econom y range from animal
grazing to trade, and from weaving the pottery.
A s D ale Eickelman (1985) notes, "Oman is unique in the Arab G u lf in possessing
a sense o f national identity which has been firmly established for well over a millennium
and which is not tied to a specific dynasty" (4). Both environmental and cultural factors
helped preserve this distinctive identity. A m ong these factors, as noted above, three
stand out: the 'Hijjaf mountain range, the 'falaj system and irrigation and finally.
Ibadhism.

I__ ' _ J L

-

------

THE FAMILY, POWER RELATIONS
AND ‘SOCIAL SPACE’

THE FAM ILY, POWER RELATIONS A N D 'SOCIAL SPACE'

This study o f the traditional Omani family, its structure, socially-inscribed
responsibilities, and sensibilities, examines the underlying principles vis a vis the
conceptualization o f ‘social space’ and the creation o f the dwelling. It unveils how
internalized social power relations am ong different groups such as father/subjects,
m en/wom en, shaykh/com m oner and the like not only becom e manifest spatially but
also, how space, like language, is internalized as another social medium o f
com m unication, organization and control. M oreover, it attempts to back-trail the
relationship between the values inculcated in the family and the conceptualization o f
‘social space’ and its architectonic representation (i.e., chivalry and the masculine
defensive facade). Hence, in reading the Omani family, one m ust constantly bear in
mind the relationships between its various inherent aspects juxtaposed with the structure
o f its spaces and their architectonic representation.
The family in the traditional Arabo-Islam ic society is the dom inant and m ost
powerful socio-econom ic institution.

A s a socio-econom ic institution, the family

provides its members not only religious, class, and cultural identities, but a sense o f
security and support in times o f individual and societal stress as well (Barakat, 1985;
30). The socio-econom ic significance o f the family in the Arab society emerges as a
result o f myriad historic-political forces: both internal struggles and external hegemonic
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and colonial im positions, as well as socio-econom ic conditions shaped by particular
ecological and demographic factors.
Similarly, the traditional Omani family as a variation o f the Arab-Muslim family
model is a reliable psychological refuge, an institution protective o f its members’
"human rights," to deploy a m od em term.

M oreover, it is a collective force o f

production necessary to cope with the existing harsh environment. A s such, it provides
an existential frame o f reference for its members, an "existential stronghold," to coin
Norberg-Shultz’s phrasing. The heavy, ponderous social and financial weight exacted
onto the individual family was due, in part, to the institution’s attempt to serve a
multitude o f functions simultaneously - an often neglected, yet critical fact. T o wit,
prior to 1970, beyond the family no "modem" institutions had as yet evolved: no
central government or state, health or educational systems, market econom y, police or
standing army. A s a result, the traditional family had to emerge as an autonom ous and
self-regulating social unit.
A s a regulatory reaction, the family stratified its members according to age and
sex. Thus, its task was accomplished by passing through different but overlapping or
even integrating socio-econom ic stages.

Each stage takes the form o f a different

"institution," emphasizing particular duties on its members, (i.e., child-care center,
school, disciplinary institution, training center, econom ic institution,...etc.). Such an
on-going, everlasting inter-dependent and multi-faceted relationship between the family
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and its members provides a reasonable basis for Halim BarakaVs (1985) observation,
in which: "[YJoung men and wom en show less alienation from the family than from any
other social institution, religious, political, or social...[and, generally,] both the
individual and society are denied for the sake o f the family” (21).
The significant role o f the traditional Omani fam ily functioning as a multiplicity
o f institutions was, in part, an outcom e o f the decentralized Ibadhi tribal political and
econom ic system. This "primitive democracy," 1as John W ilkinson called it, helped in
creating quasi-autonomous communities in their immediate day to day social, economic
and political activities.

A lthough varying cultural structuring o f socio-econom ic

relationships existed among different family and tribal groups, as a condition, the family
became the core institution, functioning to produce qualified and fit members. In turn,
the family unit was held accountable for the strengthening and well-being o f the
com m unity at large - its social balance, econom ic production and internal and external
security.
In such socio-econom ic reality - a family as a miniature government - family
social dynamics are dominated primarily by power relations am ong household
members: namely the father, the m other and the ch ild ren .2 In this study and in the
Omani context, the terms "household" and "family" are used synonym ously to refer to

1John Wilkinson distinguished it from "primitive communism."
* Fuad Khuri distinguishes between the meaning of the two words, family and household, 1975:102.
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family members living together in one dwelling, and a new term indigenous to Oman is
introduced, ‘hayyan.' ‘Hayyart refers to the patrilineal family cluster who are not
necessarily living together within the same dwelling or community. A nthropologist
Christine Eickelman (1984) noted the concept o f ‘hayyart in her book on wom en o f
Oman, and in her attempt to summarize the definition o f 'hayyart and its social
im plications we can detect the significance o f the structure o f‘hayyart in relation to its
‘social space’ or ‘hurmart\
The concept o f family cluster {hayyart) is crucial to understanding social
life in Inner Oman. Marriage choices, the formal and informal visiting
patterns o f both men and wom en, notions o f public and private, the
utilization o f space within the household, and male-female relations are
all closely linked with the notion o f hayyan and the fundamental
distinctions people make between family and nonfamily. Fam ily clusters
are perceived as forming mutually distinguished groups, each o f which
is bound together by socio-econom ic ties and the sharing o f inform ation
that is not revealed to to others. In visiting patterns, wom en visit the
households o f hayyan much more often than other households, with the
exception in som e instances o f a few close neighbors. O f more
importance, the fact o f hayyan relations affects how the visit takes place:
the room in which they are received, the topics o f conversation, the
length o f the visit and the occasion, whether they remain for a meal.
Topics such as the marriage o f one’s children and disagreements within
the family cluster are never discussed in front o f nonfam ily members.
Only within the family cluster m ay a wom an sit and talk informally with
men who are also its members, in the privacy o f a member household,
and with no nonfam ily persons present (80-81).
Here, at the outset it is important, to clarify the intended meaning o f’the term ‘power’
in the phrase "power relation" in order to distinguish it from being linked directly to the
meaning o f repressive authority. ‘Power’ is presented here in its non-repressive mode.
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In other words, it is used here analytically, in its Foucauldian sense, "as a productive
network which runs through the w hole social body... and becom es a matter o f obtaining
productive service from individuals in their concrete lives;" (Foucault, 1980; 119-125).
M oreover, as Foucault (1984) asserts:
"The exercise o f power consists in guiding the possibility o f conduct and
putting in order the possible outcom e. Basically, power is less a
confrontation between two adversaries or the linking o f one to the other
than a question o f govem m ent...designating the way in which the
conduct o f individuals or o f groups might be directed: the government
o f children, o f souls, o f communities, o f fam ilies...To govern, in this
sense, is to structure the possible field o f action o f others" (427-428).
It is important, however, to bear in mind that "at every m om ent the relationship o f
power may becom e a confrontation between two adversaries...[and] it may also be that
a relationship o f struggle between two adversaries is the result o f power relations with
the conflicts and cleavages which ensue." (Foucault: 1984; 432)
The main function o f power relations am ong the Omani family members is
intended, asexplained above, to "guide [and] regulate social relations... to justify certain
acts and facilitate adjustment to a certain reality" (Barakat: 1990; 145). Patterns o f
socialization nourished in the Omani family emphasize not only the importance o f the
proper "presentation o f s e l f in different social situations, to use C offm an’s term, but
also to act along similar lines. Indeed, these patterns o f presentation and behavior had
led anthropologist U nni W ikan (1982) to conclude regarding Omani culture that:
Surely, it m ust be in the course o f socialization that these characteristic
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features are imparted:...the delicate style o f grace, tact, and humility, the
quietness and control in manners and speech, the calm and gentle
integrity that distinguish them, be they girls or boys, w om en or men, (74).
A lthough her study m ainly focuses on Sohar, the man city o f Batinah coast o f Oman,
the fact is these manners are even m ore apposite in the interior, since this part o f Oman
has been less influenced by he outside world.
Value systems, as described by Halim Barakat (1990), influence the prevailing
patterns o f behavior in Oman and give them what m ight be considered as cultural
sensibilities. Generally, these value systems resulted from patterns o f living, family
structure, and religious affiliations. In the villages o f Inner Oman, although lacking the
freedom o f the Bedouin life style, their inhabitants’ way o f life shares with the Bedouins
their:
"(1) solidarity (‘asabiyya) and its derivatives (such as respect for parents
and ancestors, pride in origin... ‘loyalty to blood relations’...etc.); (2)
chivalry (furussiyya) and its derivatives (cou rage...d ign ity,
m anhood...etc); (3) ‘hospitality’ and generosity (giving freely, helping
others, giving protection, etc." (145-146)
M oreover, as settled com m unities depending mainly on agriculture and the herding o f
sheep and goats as the local econom y, they asserted "(1) qualities associated with land
(i.e., fertility...rebirth); (2) family ties (i.e., m otherhood...fam ily honor, etc.); and (3)
awareness o f time" (ibid emphasis a d d e d )3

3 Barakat, H., 1990: 145-46, emphasis added to indicate what has more influence on the ’social space’ and
its architectonic representation.
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Patriarchy and Family Relations

The Omani family structure and power relations, as befits the Arabo-M uslim
family, is m ainly governed by the fact that it is "patriarchal, pyramidally hierarchal
(particularly with respect to sex and age), and extended." W ithin the fam ily structure
the emphasis is upon, as Halim Barakat (1990) asserts, interdependency am ong its
members, obedience and ‘respect’ particularly o f ‘the elderly,’ and ‘fatherhood’ as the
center o f responsibility and ‘authority’ as well as ‘dom inance o f the m ale over the
fem ale’ (145-46). Thus, since the family is ‘patriarchal’, the father assumes his position
as the ruler o f the family by reason o f being the oldest male and more importantly, the
main owner, provider and protector in the family. As C. Le Cour Grandm aison (1977)
show s in a study on Ibra and Mudyrib, two main towns in the Sharqiyya region
illustrating this patriarchal reality:

•

The space occupied by a family group com posed o f a m an and his sons,
[hayyan living as neighbors], revolves around the paternal hom e. If
households are usually reduced to nuclear families, the dom estic
production group remains nonetheless made up o f a m an and his sons.
In this society, it is in fact the father who possesses the land and water
rights; it is thus he who takes charge o f the fair distribution o f such rights
am ong his descendants and so attempts to avoid potential conflicts. The
different agricultural tasks and the supervision o f water rotas are split up
am ong the sons [women participate in maintaining and harvesting the
produce]. The agricultural produce belongs to the family com m unity, [or
hayyan], but it is the head o f the family who receives it and controls it
distribution. In such a production group, each person’s work is
indistinct, neither measured nor measurable. The share o f the produce
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received by each son is thus a function o f the size o f his ow n household
(104).
A s a political structure, patriarchy is one o f the earliest historic m anifestations
o f authoritative control and rule. In fact, patriarchal politics continue to dom inate
power relations via, to use Hisham Sharabi’s term, "neopatriarchal fathers." In his
important book entitled Neopatriarchy. Sharabi (1988) attempts to deconstruct this
neopatriarchy as a total cultural phenom enon, by articulating a general sense o f the
"patriarchal condition":
"A central psychological feature o f this type o f society, whether it is
conservative or progressive, it the dominance o f the Father (patriarch),
the center around which the national as well as the natural family are
organized. Thus, between ruler and ruled, between father and child,
there exists only vertical relations: in both settings the paternal will is the
absolute w ill...(7).
Sharabi describes a tribal patriarchal type which fits the Omani case and refers to it as
‘pristine tribal patriarchy.’ This patriarchy is characterized by "tribalism" and it is
dom inated by "factionalism" which Sharabi (1988) describes as:
"a private tendency; it first separates the Self from all Others, then on a
higher level, divides the world into opposing pairs - kin and non-kin,
clan and opposing clan, Islam and non-Islam, and so forth. F or it,
affiliation based on blood ties supersedes every other kind o f relation"
(28).
The power o f the Self (father), or the center, and its evolution can be observed
through the problematic M arxist theory o f division o f labor. In its contention, M arxist
theory asserts that control over m odes o f production and systems o f exchange give way
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to the rise o f the power center. In its econom ic determinism as opposed to other
cultural interpretations, Marxist theory emanates from the belief that "man can be
distinguished from anim als...as soon as they begin to produce their means o f
subsistence," (Canton: 1990).

A n earlier framework predating M arxism, the social

theory o f Ibn Khaldun (1332-1406) is based upon "reason" to explain what gives rise to
. one element over the other in terms o f power within the social unit. F or Ibn Khaldun,
as later for Nietzsche, a "strong man" has to rise to im pose order by m eans o f reason in
an otherwise chaotic social unit. Regardless o f such philosophical determinism, these
abstract interpretations hint at the complexity o f the patriarchal system and its
evolution. The father, as the "strong man," controls "modes o f production" and rises
to assume absolute power over the family (natural or national) socially, econom ically,
and, at the highest level, politically. This fact is indicated by Grandm aison (1977) in her
study on the town o f Ibra. She maintains that:
The head o f the family exerts control over his sons’ marriage as well as
over the agricultural or other com m on produce. It has been noted that
in this type o f arrangement the power o f the head o f the extended family
tends to transform itself from the management o f productive goods
towards political authority over people (104).
W hat makes patriarchy sustain itself, as Sharabi (1988) suggests — and this is
especially true in a tribal society - is its ability to accom m odate "humanity’s primary
social structures - the family, the clan, the religious sect...[with] its m ost fundamental
needs: material interests, security, identity" (35). Sharabi coincides these needs with
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M aslow ’s hierarchy o f basic needs in which "physiological, safety, and belongingness
and love needs are regarded as forem ost in the structure o f human motivation" (160).
Thus in providing such basic needs, the father becomes the central power in the dwelling
whose duty is to achieve "order" within his family; intum , he upholds an exterior
m andate to maintain "order" within the community at large. A s a result, the father in
the dwelling exerts total authority and expects respect and unquestionable com pliance
with his instructions. His wife joins his kinship group (patrilocal) and his children take
his surname (patrilineal) (Barakat: 1985; 31).
A lthough each com m unity in the Arab world varies from one another in its
specific social conduct, what is depicted by the Egyptian novelist N aguib M ahfouz in
his novel, M idag Alley, echoes a familiar "patriarchal condition."

Barakat (1985)

illustrates such depiction:
[Mahfouz] describes Radwan al-Hussainy as a highly positive and moral
character who is well known in the neighborhood for his goodness and
piety (being a ‘true believer, a true lover, and truly generous’). Y et it was
remarkable that this gentle man was harsh and uncom prom ising in his
own hours...Hussainy imposed his influence on the only person who
would submit to his w ill-h is wife. He believes in ‘the necessity o f treating
a wom an as a child for the sake o f her own happiness before anything
else’ (31).
A similar example, yet m ore sever, is referred to by Barakat and depicted in another
work by M ahfouz which portrayed the family o f Ahm ad A bd al-Jawwad:
W hen the father departs on a business trip, a strange atmosphere o f
release and relaxation enveloped the household...Each member began to

think about how he or she might be able to spend this wonderful day, a
day o f freedom from the ever-present, ever-watchful eyes o f the father
(32).

PATRIARCHY AND ‘SOCIAL SPACE’
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PATRIARCH Y A N D ‘SOCTAI, SPACE’

A s a human phenom enon, patriarchy achieves ‘social order’ by, first, allocating
a ‘power center’ (Father, Shaykh...) to its social domain (family, tribe...). Then, by
means o f hierarchical spatial allocation, it confines, excludes and segregates in order to
socially classify and therefore control members o f society according to their assigned
‘social status’ (male/female, young/old...). Therefore, a sense o f potential danger vis a
vis social destabilization is created and internalized by all members o f society in that
‘social order’ breaks down if members o f different social status attempt to co-mingle or
to invert their spatial allocations.
Space, although not com m only and explicitly depicted as an element o f power
exercise, is clearly referred to as the spatial framework where social events take place.
A s seen earlier, the "power exercise" exerted by M ahfouz’s fathers clearly takes the
dwelling as its arena. Radwan al-H ussainy’s character, as a father, is transformed by
merely crossing the threshold between his "neighborhood" and his "house," from being
a "truly generous... gentle man" to being "harsh and uncompromising." A nd when
Ahmad A bd al-Jawwad departs on a business trip, "a day o f freedom" envelopes the
household. This is because his "ever-watchful eyes" are absent, a clear im plication o f
a scrutinizing relationship between the father and his subjects in the dwelling which
requires, necessarily, a spatial relationship. Generally, the change in behavior o f the
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father can be explained in light o f the former description o f the family. The father
enters his space where he is supposed to maintain his "power” in order to produce
characters like his own when he is outside the dwelling. In fact, the father him self in his
generous and gentle masculine persona outside his dwelling is behaving the way his
father intended him to behave like. His fit personality in the com m unity has been
produced to behave according to different spatial contexts.
Clearly, space needs to be controlled, organized and then used in the dwelling to
contribute in the "exercise o f power." M oreover, space manifests itself in order to
accom m odate and maintain the patriarchal and the regulating power embedded within
male/female relations. Spatial arrangement underpins the peculiarity, com plexity and
elusiveness o f the "patriarchal condition," which posits the male/female issue asonly one
o f its m anifestations (Sharabi, 1988). Emphasizing the significance o f this com plexity
is crucial in order to eliminate the"logocentrism" inherent in simple binary oppositions.
Such simple dichotom ies usually lead to reductionism and preempt the ability to
understand "social reality in totality and in a state o f conflict rather than harmony"
(Barakat, 1977:29).
A s such, patriarchal power allocates and assigns different groups, m ale or
female, their certain spaces (public/private, high/low, front/back, service/leisure.. .etc.),
thereby, labeling their status accordingly. One m ay speculate that patriarchal power is
reinforced in part by reminding each member o f the com m unity about his or her social
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status, or ‘social place,’ in everyday life. Like a cognitive or linguistic system which runs
throughout the w hole social system, space is structured as such to preserve such
hierarchal ‘social order.’ This is achieved partially by requiring young, female or poorer
members o f the com m unity to always give way to older or male members, allowing the
latter to pass first trailed by the former who walk behind them. A nd in the case o f being
seated, youth, women and poor must never usurp the dom inant positions. A ny attempt
by any member to disturb this socio-spatial order is considered a gross m isbehavior by
this member whose family, especially the father, faces the blame. A n example o f such
misbehavior is when a boy enters a place without letting a present adult to proceed first;
or when a woman keeps walking in front o f men indifferently and casually, or an ex
slave attempts such behavior in the presence o f free person regardless o f the latter age
or sex.
Here, the codes o f %da6’ (tact or a behavior out o f discipline) or ‘khajal’for
women, interpreted by Christine Eickelman as propriety, are responsible for
maintaining order in a traditional setting. Therefore, one way ‘patriarchal order’ is
maintained in a traditional setting is by internalizing these ethics o f spatial use which
emerge as ‘defined situations’ in C offm an’s terminology. Such spatial allocation or
sequence constitutes a sign o f power and status am ong users (older/younger,
male/female, rich/poor, shaykh/com moner).

And since such use o f space which

indicates status and power is constantly being performed on a daily basis, performers
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adapt situational and presentational roles. A s Joshua M eyrowitz (1985) explains:
One o f the w ays in which we adapt to social life is by learning our
culture’s stock o f situational definitions. By the time w e grow to
adulthood in a given society, m ost o f us have unconsciously mastered the
broad outlines o f many, if not m ost, o f our society’s definitions o f
situations. To be ‘improperly socialized’ is, in part, to be unable to
negotiate successfully the demands o f various situations (24-25).
Such early learning m ay be observed daily in the spatial organization o f the traditional
Koranic school. U nder a tree where children m eet with their teacher, the patriarchal
spatial construct begins to be internalized. The teacher, a m ale elder given the power
o f the father, positions him self at the m ost prominent location or at the center o f two
circles: the inner circle is male and the outer circle is female. Although m ost o f the time
the teacher does not care how this space is constructed, the ideal condition requires all
the children to face him and their gazes to be fixed on the H oly Koran. Such social
positionality empowers the teacher whose students are under his constant scrutiny.
So, ‘social space’ indeed can be seen as reflecting and reflected by the
culmination o f these daily situational use and perception o f space frozen in time.
Accordingly, the ‘social space’ o f the dwelling and the ‘harali as a w hole follow this
general pattern and dynamic which link space to patriarchal power. Thus, as one
organic entity (that is, father as the main body, while the other members serve as
"parts"), "space is built in the image o f man [Father], and in accordance with the
M uslim ’s representation o f his body: ‘Y our house is your greatest body’" (Belkacem,
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1982;6. Implicit here is the notion o f the dwelling as represented and representing the
father, his power and social status, and on a higher level, the ‘haralt as represented and
representing the shaykh. This means that the manifestation o f the ‘patriarchal power’
goes beyond the spaces within a dwelling to the spaces (dwellings) within a ‘harah' or
neighborhood. In this larger context, the shaykh is the individual who plays the role o f
the father.
Viewed against this backdrop, the father utilizes the notion o f ‘social space’
within the dwelling to preserve the social order which he m ust maintain. Both the wife
and the children are, in fact, arrivals into an already existing spatial construct and not
participants in its conceptualization. From an econom ic point o f view, what reinforces
the patriarchal system is the fact that the dwelling is the father’s spatial property. A lso,
this spatial construct usually bears his identity prior to the arrival o f wife, and later
children. M oreover, as mentioned earlier, he provides them with M aslow ’s "basic
needs,", and enshrines them with their "personal identity."
But before we proceed to analyze the actual ‘social space’~ in the dwelling within
the context o f the 'harah' and in relation to the patriarchal system and organization -it
is necessary to attend to som e o f the views evoked by several contemporary ArabM uslim wom en scholars on this complex issue -esp ecially that o f the male/female
relationship.

g e n d e r r e l a t io n s a n d

‘SOCIAL SPACE’
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GENDER RELATIONS A N D ‘SOCIAL SPACE'

N eedless to say, analyzing the Arabo-Islam ic "patriarchal order" and its ‘social
space’ invokes the inevitable issue o f gender and sexuality.

M ale/fem ale spatial

separation lies within the total patriarchal scheme in its process o f hierarchical
classification and spatial allocation, confinem ent or exclusion. Specifically, since the
issue o f gender segregation in the Arabo-M uslim world is directly linked to the subject
o f "the status o f women," it is critical to heed som e contemporary "voices o f Arab
women" speak this theme.
In his book, Trends and Issues in Contemporary Arab T hought. Issa Boullata
(1990) clarifies an important point at the outset o f his chapter, "Voices o f Arab
W om en." by reminding us that:
"Arab wom en do not speak with one voice, any m ore than Arab m en do
or, for that matter, men and women o f other nations. But they do speak
with the specifity o f an Arab-Islamic cultural background that affects
their lives in a particular way" (119).
A s such, the voices o f Arab women intellectuals range form the conservative to the
liberal, form the right to the left. The conservative camp is lead by ‘A ’isha ‘A bd alRahman (pen-nam e Bint al-Shati’) who emphasizes "women’s piety and m odesty,
and...highlights their devotion and loyalty to their men fold. But she also stresses thenindependence, at times econom ic and at other times intellectual" (ibid.;121). Another
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conservative voice is Zaynab al-Ghazali who believes that Islam permits wom en to take
an active part in public life, to hold jobs, enter politics...to ow n property, do business
and be anything they wish to be in the service o f an Islamic society. "Yet she also
believes that a M uslim w om an’s first duty is" to be a m other and a wife, and that no
other activity should interfere with this role or hers...(ibid.; 124).
On the liberal side, Nawal al-Sa’adawi leads one o f the m ost controversial
attacks on the traditional patriarchal social order (controversial in the context o f the
M iddle East). According to her opinion on the relationship between religion, econom y
and the status o f wom en, as quoted by Boullata, as-Sa’adawi asserts that:
Throughout human history the standards and values o f religion have
themselves been shaped by the econom y. The oppression o f wom en in
any society is in its turn an expression o f an econom ic structure build on
land ownership, systems o f inheritance and parenthood, and the
patriarchal family as an inbuilt social unit (ibid.; 129-30).
A nother liberal and powerful voice is the M oroccan feminist Fatim a M em issi.
M ernissi’s work is more significant for the present study for several reasons.

As

Boullata observes that "her insights and conclusions can be helpful in understanding
similar conditions o f Arab women elsewhere, especially where the Islamic traditional
lifestyles are still prevalent, and modernity is struggling to establish its hold" (ibid.; 131).
M ore importantly, the relevance o f her work to this study lies in her direct
analysis with respect to the relationship between ‘space’ and ‘sexuality’ in the AraboM uslim world. Especially insightful is her analysis o f al G hazali’s Ihya’ TJlum al-Din
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in her book Beyond the Veil: Male-Female Dynamics in a Modern Muslim Society
(1987) which she describes as "a book about sexual space boundaries. It tries to grasp
sex as it materializes, as it melts into and with space and freezes in an architecture" (xv).
Mernissi’s main thesis is that, as quoted by Sharabi (1988):
The M uslim system is not so much opposed to wom en as to the
heterosexual unit. W hat is feared is the growth o f the involvem ent
between a man and a wom an into an all-encompassing love, satisfying
the sexual, em otional and intellectual needs o f both partners. Such
involvem ent constitutes a direct threat to the m an’s allegiance to Allah,
which should be the unconditional investment o f all m an’s energies,
thought, and feelings in his G od (33-34).
M ernissi’s observations on Arabo-M uslim sexuality and her studies on AraboM uslim women are defiantly critical o f the traditional historic discourse. A t once, she
demonstrates that the authentic and original message o f M oham m ed, the Prophet o f
Islam, "taught that women had their place as unquestioned partners in a revolution that
m ade the m osque an open place [for all] and the household a temple o f debate."
However, she proceeds to reveal that, unlike authentic Islam, the male elite, since the
seventh century, has fabricated his religious discourse to accom m odate his socio
econom ic, political and sexual privileges. In her book, The Veil and the M ale Elite
(1991), she quotes the Encyclopedia o f Islam on the evolution o f the "veil" ('hijab') and
for that matter the seclusion o f women:
This custom [o f donning the hijab, know n as 'purdah'], which appears to
have been unknown to the early inhabitants o f the Hidjaz [modern
Arabia], seems to have been introduced into Islam by the Um m ayads,
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probably under the influence o f the Sassanid civilization. The partition
is also known as ‘sitara' or ‘s/Z/, but the custom is the same, and it finally
developed into an institution (94).
Her analysis o f the Arabic word 'hijalf (veil) and its historic evolution o f its present
multi-dimensional and contextual m eanings sheds som e light on what I analyze in a
later part o f this study as "the evolution o f '’hurmali from the sym bolic to the
territorial" as a result o f patriarchal order. M em issi illustrates how the concept o f

‘hijatf descended not to put a barrier between a man and a wom an, but between two
m en...an event dating back to the year A D 627 on the night o f the Prophet’s wedding
to Zaynab Bint Jahsh. On this night som e m en irritated the Prophet and ignored his
desire for privacy after all invited guests had departed. The sole remaining individual,
Anas Ibn M alik, described the crucial last m om ents o f this event: "He [the Prophet] let
the 'sitf (curtain) between him self and me, and the verse o f the thijab' descended at that
moment" (ibid.; 85-87):
O ye w ho believe! Enter not the dwellings o f the Prophet for a meal
without waiting for the proper time, unless permission be granted you.
But if ye are invited, enter, and, when your meal is ended, then disperse.
Linger not for conversation. Lo! that would cause annoyance to the
Prophet, and he would be shy o f (asking) you (to go); but Allah is not shy
o f the truth. And when ye ask o f them (the wives o f the Prophet)
anything, ask it o f them from behind a curtain. T hat is purer for your
hearts and for their hearts (Pickthall, The M eaning o f the G lorious
Koran. (305).
Mernissi (1991) proceeds to explain the m any acquired and loaded m eanings o f
the ‘hijab' at later stages o f history, according to the evolved religious discourse:
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The concept o f the word lhijab is three-dimensional, and the three
dimensions often blend into one another. The first dim ension is a visual
one: to hide som ething from sight. The root o f the verb lhajaba' m eans
‘to hide’. The second dim ension is spatial: to separate, the m ake a
border, to establish a threshold. And finally, the third dim ension is
ethical: it belongs to the realm o f the forbidden. So we have not just
tangible categories that exist in the reality o f the senses - the visual, the
spatial - but also an abstract reality in the realm o f ideas. A space hidden
by a 'hijatf is a forbidden space...[and] in Sufi t e r m i n o l o g y . . i s an
essentially negative phenomenon...[and] the lmahjub' (veiled) is the one
who is trapped in earthly reality, unable to experiment with elevated
states o f consciousness (93-95).
The end result o f this historic course o f the plural sym bolism o f the 'hijatf was to
manifest into a parochial vision o f separate territories o f the sexes.
Thus the spatial boundaries in the Arabo-M uslim society were erected based on
‘sex’ to create two gendered universes: the public m ale universe o f the U m m ah (the
world religion and power) and the dom estic female universe o f family (sexuality)
Mernissi, 1991; 138). M em issi (1991) observes that:
M uslim sexuality is territorial: its regulatory mechanisms consist
primarily in a strict allocation o f space to each sex and an elaborate ritual
for resolving the contradictions arising from the inevitable intersections
o f spaces. Apart from the ritualized trespasses o f wom en into public
spaces (which are, by definition, m ale spaces), there are not accepted
patterns for interactions between unrelated men and wom en (137).
In her book, Beyond the Veil (1987), M em issi contrasts the M uslim theory o f
sexuality via the interpretations o f the 11th Century M uslim scholar Imam Ghazali,
with the Judeo-Christian theories o f Sigmund Freud. She professes insights into the
complex dynamics o f feminine sexuality arguing that:
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in societies in which seclusion and surveillance o f wom en prevail, the
implicit concept o f female sexuality is active; in societies in which there
are not such m ethods o f surveillance and coercion o f w om en’s behavior,
the concept o f female sexuality is passive (30-31).
This argument is supported by G hazali’s interpretation which "views civilization as the
outcom e o f satisfied sexual energy, [and] work [as] the result not o f sexual frustration
but o f a contented and harm oniously lived sexuality" (ibid.; 44). Ghazali recognizes
female sexuality as disruptively active, capable o f creating "fitna" (derived from the
literal "chaos" and connoting "charm" and "seduction"). "Fitna" is manifested within
the social unit where men’s will, facing such "outward aggression," collapses into
passivity, and whence the achievement o f social order and security is associated with the
"virtue" o f wom en. Thus this fear o f female sexuality is rooted not only in its potential
to disturb the spiritual and social harmony in the m ale universe o fU m m a h , but also in
its disruption o f the power base within the patriarchal sphere.
Freud, on the other hand, like Marx, sees civilization dependent on the need for
labor, yet departs form the latter, since his interpretation lies on the psychical rather
than class and econom ic struggle (Eagleton, 1983; 152). The Freudian psychoanalytic
notion o f civilization evolves around the repression o f the "pleasure principle" by the
"reality principle" (ibid.; 152), which Mernissi deconstructs as "a war against sexuality."
This is true, since "sexuality for Freud is (itself) a ‘perversion’ - a ‘swerving away’ o f a
natural self-preservative instinct [biological needs for survival] towards another goal"
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(ibid.; 153). U nlike the Ghazalian notion o f civilization, M em issi( 1087) asserts that the
Freudian "civilization [as] sexual energy turned aside from its goal and diverted towards
other ends, no longer sexual and socially m ore valuable," and as a result, this notion
renders female sexuality as inwardly destructive, ultimately m olding "the wom an into
a masochistic, passive being" (41).

It is noteworthy, however, that "it has been

increasingly clear that [it is the] socioeconom ic conditions [property ownership and
division o f labor] rather than som e inherent nature [that] are responsible for the
w om an’s role as dependent on men" (Barakat, 1985; 34). A nd, as M em issi (1987)
illustrates, the Arabo-Islam ic society, along with the Judeo-Christian W est resolutely
denies the socioeconom ic reality behind w om en’s subordination, by yielding a cultural
interpretation which justifies itself as derived from "natural" or essentializing facts.
M ernissi’s account o f the M uslim sexual dynamics o f active female/passive male
as it is manifested through space can be symbolically seen through he concept o f the
veil. The veil, like the house, departed from its original, historically specific and nongendered function as a tool to protect privacy by evolving into its condensed and
displaced spatial meaning, in accordance with this historically-formulated concept o f
sexuality. The m etaphor behind the veil as spatially seclusive is undoubtedly suggestive
o f the M uslim spatial segregation in the dwelling. It suggests on one hand a recognition
o f female power and on the other an apparatus to "subjugate [this] power and neutralize
its disruptive effects" (M em issi, 1987) which, as a result, cultivates patiarichal power.

SOCIAL SPACE (‘HURMAH )•
SYMBOLISM’ OR ,
‘TERRITORIALI I Y •
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Perhaps an easier way to analyze the concept of'hurmatf is to perceive it within
a dynamic state o f evolution from the sym bolic (that is, m ore egalitarian, and cultural)
state to the territorial or hierarchical and defensive.
Here, ‘evolution’ does not mean m oving through different, separate and
‘delimited’ stages, each stage taking o ff from where the previous one ends. A lthough
‘evolution’ refers here to the process o f movement, this m ovem ent does not adhere to
any defined ends or beginnings o f each stage. Rather, we may think o f this process as
overlapping and accumulative with different degrees o f each sym bolic and territorial
element. For this study, ‘evolution’ is four-faceted as seen from different points o f
perspective.

First, the evolution o f 'hurmali, or ‘social space’ can be analyzed

temporally by considering the sam e dwelling evolving and changing through time.
Second, it can be seen as an historical element o f discourse. F or example, what was
once considered ‘sym bolic’ at the time o f the Prophet M oham m ed and no longer by the
time o f the second orthodox caliph ‘U m ar Ibn al-K hattab1 evolved only to belong
within the realm o f ‘theory’, and barely acknowledged for its solely sym bolic power. A

1This was the time of establishing a new sweeping ideology, Islam, roughly between AD 610 until AD 44.
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third perspective o f this evolution can be considered for analytical purposes, atemporal
and ahistorical. This m eans comparing two different dwellings which exhibit different
stages o f evolution (that is, a simple non-shaykhly dwelling and an elaborate, shaykhly
one) yet which co-exist contem poraneously as if they were one dwelling evolving from
one to the other. The fourth, and perhaps the m ost prevalent, it the evolution from the
domain o f the theoretical to concrete, material reality.

In this study, all four

perspectives should be considered simultaneously as interpretive tools.

M ore

importantly, they m ust all be considered operating diachronically and synchronically
on the same continuum.
T o understand the multiplicity in meaning oi'hurmalf and how it applies to
space, it is important to begin by consulting its semantics from the Shorter
Encyclopaedia o f Islam by Gibb and Kramers (1065):
"H A R A M : forbidden, sacred; 'hararri is the name o f the sacred area o f
the two cities o f M ecca and al-M adina...as well as that o f Jerusalem...
H A R A 'M : forbidden by the Sacred Law. One o f the five categories in
the scale o f religious appreciations according to the theory o f the fikh
[Islamic jurisprudence]...From another point o f view anything that is not
forbidden is called ‘halal. W ithin the sphere o f 'hara ’n i itself there are
gradations depending on the legal validity o f the forbidden action, which
m ay be either void (batil), deficient {fasid) or even fully valid (sahiH)...
H A R IM : forbidden, particularly the w om en’s apartments and their
occupants (harem)" (233-34).
Similarly, Besim Hakim, in his b oo k Arabic-Islamic Cities, refers to the concept o f
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‘hurmaft under the taxonom y o f principles and behavioral guidelines. "Harm" and
"privacy" are the two principles in a long list o f guidelines which imply the concept o f

thunrmH as follows:
"Harm : The essence is that one should exercise one’s rights in what is
rightfully his, [interesting to see later how the ‘body’ evolves in becom ing
included in ‘his’], providing the decision/action will not generate harm to
others. Likewise others should exercise their full rights in what is
rightfully theirs providing their decision /action will not harm others...
P rivacy: In physical terms it refers to personal clothing and the private
dom ain o f the hom e. It also refers to the privacy o f com m unication. The
privacy o f others must be respected and its invasion is prohibited, such
as via direct visual corridors into private dom ain o f others..." (19-20)
"Hurmah," here, refers to all o f the above-cited meanings.

l HurmaH

as Symbolic

From its Islamic genesis, ‘social space’ evolves and revolves first and foremost
around the Islamic concept o f 'hurmah,' or the forbidden space, as the central m ost
significant value that architecture has to create. The Quran, the M uslim holy book, and
the Hadith, the genuine sayings and deeds o f the Prophet M oham m ed, established an
organizational law oVhurmati to ensure a pure and virtuous life by creating a code o f
‘difference’ within lived space. And since both the Quran and Hadith are perceived by
M uslims as irrevocably sacred discourses (a fact adopted by the orthodoxy who
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renounce the texts potential and permitted historical and ‘secular’ interpretations), the
code o f 'hurmali belongs to the realm o f the Divine. The Quran demands that all
believers in Islam com ply and respect each other’s com plete privacy:
Y e who believe! Enter not houses other than Y our ow n, until ye have
asked permission and saluted T hose in them: that is Best for you, in
order that Y e m ay heed (what is seemly). If ye find no one In the house,
enter not U ntil permission is given T o you: if ye are asked T o go back,
go back: That makes for greater purity For yourselves: and G od know s
well all that ye do" (903).
Accordingly, the space o f '‘hurmali inside the dwelling, the private/domestic
space, exists in opposition to the outside, public space within the context o f the
community, or ‘harah’ where the dwelling is lo c a te d 2. This classification belongs in
part to the socio-cultural system where enclosed space is culturally dom inant, more
significant and, more importantly, ‘forbidden.’ From a cultural and cosm ological point
o f view, enclosed space transcends chaos and facilitates a controlled sphere where social
order reigns. Reflecting the ideal Islamic cosm ic view, S. Gulzar Haider (1988) explains
that:
G od created the law abiding universe, and from a particle to the galaxy
it remains in abject obedience. H e than created man, with potentialities
for knowledge and freedom o f belief. In this man, he created a thirst for

2 This notion o f ‘hurmah’ extends to a larger scale, to the inside of the ’harah* in opposition to the outside
of it. "Hurmah" is also used to refer to laws and codes of spatial designations. As Wilkinson explains, in the
Ibadhi law haram/harim is a carefully constructed issue; designed "to avoid inter-communal and intracommunal disputes;" it refers to "the bounding area appertaining to a piece of private or communal property,"
i.e., 500 dhra* (dhra* is an arm length, approx. 2/3 of a meter) is the hurmah of the sea shore, or 40 dhra’ for a
well (1977; 260).
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truth and a weakness for diabolical seduction. Neither the devotion o f
the angels nor the obedience o f the cosm os can match the station o f man
who is in search o f the D ivine. It is in this pursuit that m an m akes the
dwelling and places him self in it so that he m ay recognize his ow n
selfhood and through that, perchance, he m ay achieve the cognizance o f
God" (73-80).
W hen Haider (1988) finds that "traditionally m an has exhibited the tendency to
‘cosm icize’ the part o f the world he decides to possess or inhabit" (75), referring the
Mircea Shade's (1959) The Sacred and the Profane, he sees that "man attempts to
impart cosm ic order to the earthly chaos" (81). As Eliade asserts that:
A n unknown, foreign, unoccupied territory...still shares in the fluid and
larval m odality o f chaos. By occupying it and, above all, by settling in
it, man sym bolically transforms it into a cosm os through a ritual
repetition o f cosm ogony. W hat is to becom e ‘our world’ must first be
‘created,’ and every creation has a paradigmatic m o d e l- the creation o f
the universe by the gods" (30).
For the ideal M uslim, creating '‘hurmali at all levels (dw elling-fam ily, com m u n ityummah) represents "consecrating a territory [which] is equivalent to m aking it a cosm os,
to cosm isizing it" (ibid.). This is true since the Quran declares, amidst protest o f the
Angels, that m an is a vicegerent o f G od on earth,"khalifatu Allah fi’l ardh':
"Behold, thy Lord said to the angels: T will create A vicegerent on earth.’ They
said : ‘W ill Thou place therein one who will m ake M ischief therein and shed
b lo o d ? - W hilst we do celebrate Thy praises A nd glorify T hy holy (name)?’ H e
said: "I know what ye know not."(Sura 24:30)
W hat Eliade describes as the act o f "cosmisizing," or the organizing o f space in
order to "repeat the paradigmatic work o f the gods,"(32) can be traced back to its
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earliest, and perhaps m ost ideal m anifestation within the history o f Islam. In the year
A D 6 2 2 , when the Prophet M oham m ed arrived at M edina, he laid out a rectangular
mosque. Fatim a M ernissi (1991) describes the advent o f this sacred ‘space’:
W hen the building was finished, there was not only a m osque but nine
new apartments for the personal use o f the Prophet... A s they arrived on
the scene, the wives o f the Prophet w ould occupy the room s (on the left
side o f the m osque) that the historians som etim es called ‘ buyut (room s),
som etim es ‘hujuraC (apartments); the word referring to them as a w hole
was 'manazil (dwellings) [or ‘masakiri from lsakina\ or ‘peaceful and
holy’]...In fact, the arrangement o f space was such that the m osque and
the apartments o f the Prophet and his intimates and Com panions formed
a single unit"(107).
Such Eliadean "consecration" o f space reached its final sym bolic stage when the Prophet
*

died; he was buried under the floor o f this space. Here, the area became designated

‘haram,' from the word ‘hurmaH, which meant "sacred area."
A nother significant point which manifests 'hurmali, as a symbolic and cultural
aspect o f space is the idea o f the ‘hidden’ or ‘batin’ which, today, is seen as
introspectively-directed space, or "hidden architecture." The relationship between an
Islamic aesthetics and the hidden or removed is explained by Haider (1988):
Islam isaG od-directed social order...itsarchitecturehasplacedem phasis
on the inner and the hidden. I f G od is beautiful and loves Beauty and if
this G od has chosen to be hidden, then his servants m ust prefer beauty
that is veiled. I f he is zaA/r[manifest] only through the effects o f his si fat
[attributes or ayat, meaning signs and indicators], then the architecture
m ust be apparent only through the phenom ena it precipitates and the
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states o f mind that it evokes" (80)3
This signification o f the ‘hidden’ is what m ade Ernst Grube conclude that ‘hidden
architecture’ m ay be considered the main and dom inant form o f truly Islamic
architecture." In fact, Grube (1978) notes that "at all times and in all regions o f the
M uslim world we can find ‘hidden architecture’ —that is, architecture that truly exists,
not seen as m onum ent or symbol visible to all and from all sides, but only when entered,
penetrated and experienced from within" (11).

'Hurmah' exists insofar as it is perceived and, m ore importantly, internalized by
M uslims as a "symbolic domain", or a "cultural space." Analytically, at its highest level
or at the level before it acquires any binary opposition, ‘hurmaH can be read
deconstructively, by using the Derridian technique o f "diffe’rance." "Difie’rance" refers
to "‘both’ as well as ‘neither’ identity [sameness] and difference" (Grosz, Elizabeth,
1989:xvii); this m eans that ‘hiirmaft at its cultural and sym bolic stage precedes and
exceeds all binary oppositions (i.e., inside/outside, m ale/fem ale,...etc.). A t this level,

'hurmah' as a ‘dom ain,’ acquires its pure sym bolic power. This stage m ay be more
cognitive than spatially attainable. However, when ‘hurmatf begins to m anifest itself
spatially, an element o f ‘difference,’ in its Saussurian sense, emerges and ‘hurmaH

3 In Theories and Principles of Design in the Architecture of Islamic Societies. 1988:80; Haider refers to the

Prophet’s saying that God is beautiful and loves beauty. Also, he explains this idea as "Islamic architecture’s
way of invoking the presence of the one who cannot be represented." This is noteworthy, since later on we see
all this becoming directed, exclusively, toward women.
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becomes defined in terms o f inside/outside, male/female difference. The dichotom ous
structure denoting ‘hurmatt as inside, representing order as opposed to outside, which
represents chaos becom es a stage resulting from "socio-political manipulation" and
"discursive formations." Both phenom enon are decidedly controlled by patriarchy.

'‘H nrm alt

as Territorial

Thus far, ‘hurmah,' as a sacred code o f ‘difference,’ is sym bolic in its reference
to the "organization o f the new social order." The new order (Islam) established the
significance o f the family unit in relation to the tribe and had to enshrine this social unit
with lhummH in order to signify its role and the importance o f its enclosed undisturbed
"unity." This "totality" affects the semblance o f unity for the entire M uslim society. The
agenda o f the "new social order" created by the advent o f Islam, was to found a society
unified under one ideology. Therefore, it was encumbent upon the founder o f Islam,
the Prophet, to deconstruct and replace the existing order o f the pre-Islamic era which
had been dom inated by the "tribe and its allegiances." The family, as an institution,
emerged as a dom inant social unit which could dissolve the tribal structure. Fatima
Mernissi (1987) explains the Prophet M oham m ed’s religious vision:
The social order created by the Prophet, a patrilineal m onotheistic state,
could exist only if the tribe and its allegiances gave way to the <umina'
[‘com m unity o f believers’]. The prophet found the institution o f the
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family a much more suitable unit o f socialization than the tribe. H e saw
the tightly controlled patriarchal family as necessary to the creation o f
the 1umma"X%2).
Although the tribal ethos was never totally dissolved, the patriarchal family found a
larger social structure than that o f the tribe, the 'uminah’ Situated within the new
social order which "took place in a specific historical period under determinate social
and physical conditions," the family, as Sharabi (1988) notes, found "God, as
M uhammad portrays Him, [as a] psychologically familiar figure. Submission, the basic
relation o f pristine patriarchy, here finds its m ost powerful ideological expression"(29).
One may find, with certain reservations, that the 'mosqud as a house o f G od is

'Haram,' analogous to the dwelling o f the father and his family, constituative o f
‘hurmah.’
From a socio-econom ic point o f view, 'hurmalf m andates two requisites: one
is the possession o f space, and two is the establishment o f a family. Possessing a space

ot'hurmah,’ a culturally sym bolic condition, clearly evolves from the socio-econom ic
reality o f property ownership and control. The creation o f the fam ily in Islam requires
marriage, concom itant with its primary aim, procreation.

M arriage is an "act o f

worship" and a religious duty equated in importance to the value o f fulfilling h a lf o f all
one’s religious duties. According to Farrah (1984), marriage in Islam is also "a contract
because it is based on mutual consent o f both m an and wom an and because it is
dissoluble when the rights and duties, which are fixed by law, are not met"(l 1). Y et, in
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the preponderance o f cases, marriage is actually a contract which exists between and
binds two families. M oreover, the rites o f the spousal selection process are, as a result
o f existent socio-econom ic m odes and distributions, the m an as husband and as fatherto-be, exerts almost exclusive control over the process o f both requisites, ‘space’ and
‘marriage,’ ot'hurmah’
Subsequently, we encounter the definition o f 'hurmaH by Y ou ssef Belkacem
(1983) in his essay "Bioclimatic Patterns and Hum an Aspects o f Urban Form in the
Islamic City," which implicitly invokes the end result o f lhurmah' as influenced by
various interrelated factors. Belkacem explains 'hurmah' via two points: First, that it
marks the dual spatial division to feminine space inside the dwelling and masculine
space outside o f it; and secondly, that for a man to acquire "social status" within the
masculine sphere he has to process a space oVhurmah? or "the circle o f integrity,"(6-8)
as he refers to it. Implicit in Belkacem’s thesis is that the latter point projects the socio
temporal cycle through which the former evolves. H ence, the dwelling emerges as a
concretization oVhurmah.' It evolved accumulating symbolic as well as socio-econom ic
and political signification.
W ithin the Omani traditional system, as in other similar societies, this so cio 
econom ic reality aided and abetted the "patriarchal condition." This phenom enon
manifests itself m ost obviously by the simple fact that alm ost all dwellings are
conceptualized, constructed and m ore importantly, ow ned by fathers; it is rare for either
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a single male or female to own a dwelling before getting married. The sole exception
would be inheritance, because with single status, men and wom en are both still
considered children (awlad) living under the tutelage o f their fathers, participating in the
family socio-econom ic structure. Com pounded by geo-political isolation o f the Ibadhi
community o f Oman from the rest o f the Arab world, and the relative imm obility and
confinem ent o f each group or a clan in its permanent place or 'harah' the establishing
o f one’s own place before marriage and outside the family dwelling was practically non
existent. A lso aside from cultural factors, because the Omani subsistent econom y o f the
Interior depended mainly on agriculture and its attendant irrigation system oVaflaj,'
or underground ganats, it was difficult to build any significant agricultural enterprise
outside the ’'harali where the ‘falaj did not reach. Therefore, the fam ily managed to
maintain itself in one place; and the idea o f a son or a daughter attempting to break
away individually was alm ost impossible. Thereby, the traditional dwelling maintained
its presence via the patriarchal and titular head o f household amidst a socio-econom ic
environment that was remarkably resistant to substantive change.
The dwelling - its size, form, location and ‘social space,’ a m anifestation o f both
inherent sym bolic and econom ic p ow er—directly reflects the social power o f the father.
His sym bolic and econom ic power accounts for the social origin o f his "natural" power
and authority; and, as M ax W eber suggests, the social order is conditioned by the
econom ic order to a high degree, and in turn reacts upon it (Gerth and M ills, 1970:181).
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Here the "patriarchal condition" classifies members o f society solely on the basis o f their
econom ic power, from the shaykhly elite (high) to the non-shaykhly com m oners (low);
concom itantly, members o f a fam ily are classified hierarchically and by the way o f
gender, according to the oldest m ale and the youngest female.
T o observe the influence o f patriarchal politics on the actual ‘social space,’ we
must examine first the lharaH as a context in which the dwelling is located. The ‘harah,'
illustrates 'hurmah' in its larger scale which makes ‘hurmati in the dwelling possible.
However, the phenom enon which connects the two scales is what I refer to later as
‘social tim e.’

THH ' H A R A t f

The traditional denotation o f 'haraH ^harat' pi.) refers to the non-urban
residential quarter or neighborhood which forms a small part o f a settlement. In his
analysis o f the tribal settlements in Oman, John W ilkinson classifies the tribal settlement
into three geo-historical categories: dar, harah and maharat. The term ldaf (more
appropriately ldiyar' pi.) refers to the tribe’s exclusive territory, the original
geographical region where a particular group settled. ‘Da? or 'diyaf includes several
smaller settlements, controlled by ‘the dom inant tribe which has its main tribal
concentration in this particular region. T he 'diyaf is made up o f the tribal capital,

lasimah' and several ‘haraC The ‘Jjaraf contains within its territory one or several
tribal 'fakhth' (pi. 'afkhath' limb or branch o f a tribe), w ho reside in distinctive groups
in their ‘maharat,’ or residential sub-quarters which m ake up a ‘harah’
For this analysis, the ‘harah' is the m ost relevant category since ‘d /y a / comprises
too large and dispersed an area.

Because the ‘maharat is socially and specially

integrated into the ‘harah,’ the socio-structural relationship o f both ‘diyaf and

‘maharat to the individual dwelling is minimal; therefore, the ‘harah’ is an inseparable
extension o f the dwelling1.

1 Personally, I refer to the traditional dwelling in the ‘harah,* as ‘a dwelling within a dwelling.*
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The traditional 'harah' is a quasi-autonom ous spatio-social entity. It resembles
the private dwelling in its relations to other '’haraV A n apposite and well documented
example to illustrate the term 'haratt in its Omani context is the tow n o f Ibra o f the
Sharqiyya region. The *hara( o f Ibra are inhabited in accordance with two salient
features o f tribal organization: a constant dialectic o f politico-territorial tension, and
a high degree o f sub-tribal (fakhth) social autonom y. Like m ost settlements o f Inner
Oman, Ibra is an oasis w hose settlement patterns are dictated by harsh topographical
environs and the organization o f water resources, or ‘a/Za/’ - irrigation ganats. Ibra
is socially divided into two principle main tribes who co-exist traditionally as rivals.
Their settlement patterns have effectively split the oasis into two parts: the "upper" and
"lower." U pper Ibra (‘Alayat Ibra) is inhabited by the 'Masakirah' tribe, one o f the
many allied tribes o f the Ghafiri confederation 2, and Lower. Ibra (Sufalat Ibra)
belongs to the ‘Hirtlf tribe, a member o f the Hinawi confederation. Each part is made
up o f several ‘haraf belonging to the tribe and inhabited by its various branches, or

'alkhath.' Upper Ibra is comprised o f several main 'harat — ‘A laya, Hazm , N ‘sib,
Thabti and Yahmadi - all belonging to the M asakira tribe. Similarly, Lower Ibra is
made up o f m any ‘harat such as Qanatir, Sey-aVAfia, Sbakh (the lharali to which I
belong to), M inzfah, M a‘atridh, M asrun...etc., which territories o f the Hirth tribe,

2 Traditionally, Omani tribes belonged to two political confederations: the Ghafiri and the Hinawi.
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inhabited by its various ethnic branches.
Each one o f these ‘harat is spatially detached from one another ~ a direct
manifestation o f the tribal system which is dom inated by territorial factionalism . The
boundaries which separate these ihara( take different forms: natural and/or man-made.
A s illustrated, the natural terrain separates each '‘harati by either a ‘ wadi (dry valley),
or by an empty, unbuilt, neutral area. Or we find the use o f m an-m ade boundaries such
as cultivated area or, in som e instances, a surrounding wall. Here, like the dwelling, the
concept oVhurmali applies in its dual attributes, sym bolic and territorial. Each ‘harati
enjoys a high degree o f privacy and social autonom y. A s in W ilkinson’s abstraction o f
the villager’s sense o f his ‘hurmati illustrated below, the intensity o f the sense o f

‘hurmati for both a visitor (a stranger, a non-kin) and the host (a resident), increases
as the visitor approaches the 'harahi "Hurmati' reaches its apogee when the visitor is
crossing the threshold into the dwelling. Hence, the threshold o f the ‘harah? a double
gateway

ot‘

dirwazah,' marks a transition into the ‘hurmati o f the ‘harahi Therefore,

approaching this entree requires a more coded and constrained set o f behaviors between
the host and the visitor.
W ithin the boundaries o f the ‘harah? one or two allied sub-tribes reside, and all
social groups share the space o f the ‘harati - am ong them, dom inant-patron, client and
ex-slave groups. A s observed by Le Cour Grandm aison (1977), beside the alliance
between the socially distinct groups, what gives each ‘harati its social autonom y is the
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fact that:
the family units o f which the neighborhood is com posed are agnatic cells
organized as production groups around the head o f the family; kinship
endogam y...m akes o f the neighborhood a great fam ily cell, and isogam y
perpetuates the double stratification: dom inant sections/client groups
(105).
Although none o f the tribes o f Inner Oman was absolutely econom ically or politically
autonom ous (Eickelman, 1985;8), for com m oners, their allegiance to the 'haraH
signified a high degree o f symbolic autonom y.

A s R. D utton (1983) states in his

analysis regarding the nature o f the "interdependence" o f Omani rural communities,
"Interdependence creates a significant degree o f effective independence from the world
outside" (317).
Accordingly, each ‘harali contains several interdependent family clusters. A
family cluster is colloquially referred to as ‘a/?/ (relatives), or as ‘hayyan' This social
structure and dynamic derived from real or fictive kinship ties, mutual cooperation and
spatial proximity am ong related households enables for the 'haratf to becom e not only
an inseparable extension o f its dwellings, but also to resemble a private dwelling in its
spatial layout - especially with respect to gender separation. A s m entioned before,
som e lhara( exhibit a physical periphery, a wall with 'dirwaza' or the gate o f the
‘harah." N ear the entryway into the ‘harati the main m osque and the ‘sablaH (public
m ale reception or meeting room , resembling the private ‘majlid in a dwelling) are
located to prevent m ale visitors from wandering around th e 1harah' therefore disturbing
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its sense o f privacy.
The design and construction o f traditional m osques in Inner Oman are very
simple, rectangular layouts and forms; they do not exhibit either minarates or dom es
as in other M uslim regions. This might be derived, in part, from the Ibadhi adherence
to the basics and simplicity o f early Islam, and, in part, form the fact that historically,
and with few exceptions, temporal authority o f shaykhs had been m ore dom inant and
influential than the religious authority (Imams). Adjacent to the sacred space o f the
m osque, the 'sablati plays the role o f a secular meeting, reception and lodging space
where male members o f a faction meet before or after prayers, during feasts and
celebrations, for mournings and in time o f crises. In larger '‘harah' each family cluster
which makes up a ‘mharati has its own ‘sablaH which carries the name o f the family.
Other com m unal structures include a few sm all‘mz/sa/Za’ ornon-congregational,
wom en-only washing and praying room s over the '‘falaj' downstream from the 'sharia'
or m en’s washing and oblution space. In cases where a 'harah' overlooks a graveled
valley or'wadi' its inhabitants tend to use it as a public meeting place and a playground
— a natural, public park -- especially during cool summer evenings.

A lso, it is

noteworthy that the cultivated areas, especially palm tree orchards, provide a natural
canopy for summer houses. The market place or 'suq,' like other m ale public areas, is
constructed at the periphery o f the settlement or in neutral area between a group o f
allied 'harat'
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The social order manifests itself spatially and synchronically in terms o f small,
spatially distinct and dispersed ‘harat,’ primarily as a result o f kinship ties. Each
contain a few allied groups o f related or fictive kin. These spaces sustain their sym bolic
quality through the attribution oV'hurmah? M oreover, in each ''haraH all m ale public
space (those displaying less hurmah) are peripheral to the dom estic residential core (site
o f greater hurmah). A nd, as a result o f and in accordance with the ritual o f praying live
times a day (a phenom enon I coin "social time") the dynamics o f using both types o f
spaces - male/female, harah/dwelling, or periphery/core -- is coordinated.
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Territoriality in the

‘haraff

The concept oVhurmalf as ‘territorial’ becom es m anifest when we find that the
m ost dom inant structures o f the ‘haralf are not the com m unal, public ones, but rather,
the shaykhly, private dwellings. In fact, as noted by D ale Eickelman (1991) describing
the town o f Hamra:
W ithin the older town, distance from the m outh o f the ‘falaj was closely
correlated with social status. T he houses o f the m ost prominent shaykhs
o f Abriyin are situated near the point on the oasis where the 'falaj first
emerges from underground. 'Falaj water is cleanest at this point, so that
the wom en and servants o f the house had less distance to go to fetch
drinking water, a trip which wom en m ade several times daily, and to
wash (260).
Accordingly, dwellings o f lower status groups such as ex-slaves are situated farther from
the core o f the 'harah' and around its periphery, closer to the 'su j or in the cultivated
areas where they work.
M oreover, what leads the "hurmali o f a 'harah' to evolve from its sym bolic state
to becoming defensively territorial is, in part, the decision o f the shaykh who rules the

'harah.' A s Eickelman (1985) explains:
W ith the exception o f a few multitribe towns such as N izw a, Bahia, Izki,
and Rustaq, Inner Oman was a region o f one-shaykh tow ns and villages.
Leading shaykhly families also tended to be major property-holders, and
only these families possessed slaves (khuddam), who worked as
agricultural laborers, dom estic servants, and private militia. M ajor tribes
also had client groups w hose land and livelihood were protected in
exchange for their subordination, military support, and, at times,
stipulated payments in goods or services (6-7).
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Clearly, form such a powerful position a leading shaykh could influence the meaning
o f the 'hurmali o f his territory in times o f major tribal unrest or when his authority is
endangered. Historically, we m ight trace this evolution from what John W ilkinson
(1977) calls the "Imamate cycle" from the history o f Imamate Oman3. W ilkinson’s
hypothesis posits that at the height o f the cycle, namely during the first Im am ate (ninth
century) and second Imamate (approx. 1650-1725) m ost tribes are united under a
religious elected authority, or Imam.

During this period o f unity the Omanis

collectively control their coast. They benefit from overseas trade and improve and
cultivate the land. However.such investment on land evolves into a kind o f capitalist
land-tenure and the power o f the individual shaykhs begins to rise. Sim ultaneously
Imamate government begins to degenerate into dynastic rule, where the Imam serves as
an absolute temporal authority. So the egaliterianism and the "primitive democracy"
imbedded within the Ibadhi Imamate weaken and eventually get replaced by shaykhly
individualism. This provokes com petition for control o f power and wealth, which in
turn, causes tribal factionalism to revive. .."and the central authority o f the Imam finally
collapses to be replaced by the rule o f local pseudo-im am s oVmuluk' [local rulers, i.e.,
shaykhs] who are incapable o f holding the state together..."(l 24-25).
In reference to this historical dialectic, it occurs that when the country is united

3 Imamate, from ‘Imam* or the elected head of the Islamic/Ibadhi state.
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under an elected Imam, all shaykhly territorial claims are fairly gracefully resolved and
put to rest. Concurrently, the 'hurmali o f each ‘haraff as a ritual sym bolism controls
the m anifestation o f territoriality, and 'hurmali becom es respected and experienced as
a cultural ideal rather than feared as a defensive apparatus. The evidence o f this process
if the readily apparent development and reconstruction o f land and irrigation systems
during times o f Imamate rule and the pursuant destruction and even civil war which
occurs when each shaykh decides to pursue his own goals and rule his own territory
(W ilkinson, 1977; 124-25). This problematic and complex encounter which takes place
between Ibadhism and tribalism is articulated as a general historic pattern inherent to
Islamic civilization. Constantine Zurayk (1978), an Arab intellectual, speaks to this
dialectic tension which recalls Ibn K haldun’s "dynastic cycle"4:
Based on the new teaching that ‘the believers are brethren (al-mu‘minun
ikhwaht. there thus was established a new com m unity —encom passing
ummah sanctioned by G od and his apostle —that should com m and the
primary loyalty o f all believers...During the w hole o f the formative
period, and indeed throughout Islamic history to the present day, tension
has persisted between tribal and Islamic affiliations. In certain w ays and
at certain times, this tension had positive effects - notably when the
Arabs, reacting to contact or conflict with other peoples and exposure to
older civilizations, tried to keep alive and to defend their traditional tribal
mores or virtues: their courage, generosity, hospitality, protection o f the
weak and destitute, and other qualities incorporated in the idea o f
mum’ah (manliness). On the whole, however, this tension was
destructive. Tribal hatreds and conflicts not only remained alive in

4 See Canton, S., ‘Anthropological Theories of Tribe and State Formation in the Middle East: Ideology
and the Semiotics of Power, in Tribes and State Formation in the Middle East, (eds) Khoury and Kostiner,
1990:85-108.
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Arabia; they were carried by the Arabs to the conquered lands and
spread as far east as Khurasan and as far west as Andalusia, preventing
the establishment o f any genuine Arab unity within the ummah and
endangering the stability o f the w hole Islamic dom inion. Tribal
jealousies were a strong factor in the fall o f the predominantly Marab"
dynasty o f the Um ayyads o f D am ascus, contributed to the breakup o f
U m ayyad rule in Andalusia, undermined other governments and regimes
throughout Islamic history. The effect became particularly disruptive
with the weakening o f the central authority, and/or whenever there were
large tribal m ovem ents from one part o f the Arab world to another (6-7).
These on-going tensions implicate som e o f the factors germane to socio
econom ic formation o f the 'harah' A lso, tribal factionalism and conflict mark the
inexorable transformation o f the '‘hurmati from the realm o f the sym bolic to the
territorial, contingent upon specific historical and political circumstances. W hat is m ost
important to emphasize, though, is the com plex complementarity o f the iharaH vis a vis
the single dwelling (bayt) as an indigenous concept o f ‘social space,’ coordinated and
integrated by the indigenous concept o f ‘social tim e.’
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SOCIAL TIM E

Ernst Cassirer (1944) reminds us that "space and time are the framework in
which all reality is concerned. W e cannot conceive any real thing except under the
conditions o f space and time" (47). A lthough the terms space and time in Cassirer’s
evaluation are too broadly philosophical, the fact is that any analysis o f traditional
‘social space’ m ust depart from the complementary analysis o f ‘social tim e’ as well. A s
A m os Rapoport (1990) articulates, because people live in time as well as sp a ce-th e
environment is also temporal, and can, therefore, also be seen as the ‘organization o f
time reflecting and influencing behavior in time (179-180). This is even so in traditional
societies where the allocation o f people in space coordinated and integrated with time
is an internalized mechanism which functions as an ordering socio-econom ic apparatus.
This apparatus organizes events productively and reduces the risk o f any potential
conflicts o f undesirable interactions.
Hence, any analysis o f ‘social space’ in the traditional Omani dwelling must
include an analysis o f the ‘social tim e.’ This necessity stems in part from the fact that
the traditional Omani dwelling cannot be separated from the ‘harati where it is located.
M oreover, the coordination o f spatial use by different groups between the dwelling and
the ‘harah’ is controlled by what I term ‘social time.’
‘Social time’ is a traditional town in Oman, like m ost traditional Islamic
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societies, derives its structure from an integration o f the religio-cultural and
environmental factors endemic to the five daily prayers (salats), which are organized
temporally, according to the daily m ovem ent o f the sun. this concept o f ‘social tim e’ as
a temporal framework, which coordinates the daily activities o f different social groups
by allocating each group to its ow n ‘social space,’ allows a routinized flow of, on one
hand, desirable social interactions (i.e., women meeting in the dwelling while men gather
in the haratis m ale reception room or <sablaH), and on the other, productive econom ic
duties (i.e., work/leisure coordination). A s A nthony Giddens (1979) notes:
the cyclical character o f repetition or social reproduction in societies
governed by tradition is geared indirectly to the experience and the
mapping o f time... The interconnection o f time and space can be explored
in terms o f the participation o f social actors in cycles o f social activity as
well as at the level o f the transformation o f society its e lf (198).
‘Social time’ is the division o f a typical day (24 hours), into five time zones
according to the five daily prayers. And since traditional prayer timing depends entirely
on the position o f the sun in the sky which changes in relation to the seasons, it is
difficult to assign a standard time to each prayer. However, for analytical purposes, we
m ay approximate a standard time range where needed, noting these tim es change
between summary and winter. Thus, the five payers are as follows:
1-

Fajr. or dawn, a period between the bread o f the day to the time before the
earliest appearance o f sun light (between 4:00 to 6:00 a.m.)

2-

D huhur. or afternoon, (between 12:00 to 2:00 p.m .)
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3-

‘Asr. (between 3:30 to 4:30 p.m .)

4-

M aghrib, or twilight time, the period immediately following sunset until the total
disappearance o f the reddish highlight o f the sunset over the horizon (between
6:00 to 7:30 p.m .)

5-

‘Ishaa’, an extended time zone from the total fall o f darkness well into the night,
a rather m ore flexible and longer time zone than any other one, (com m only
between 8:30 to 9:30 p.m .)
It is beyond the scope o f this study to analyze the spiritual and socio-political

significance o f the 'salat in relation to the life o f the M uslim com m unity (harah).
However, it is important to note that the daily prayer is perhaps the m ost socially
influential pillar am ong the five ‘pillars o f Islam’1. Partially, it derives its significance
from being the pillar which is concretely repeated five times a day and which involves
the physical and mental presence o f the M uslim. By repeating this cyclical personal
performance, the prayer creates a cyclical temporal structure, a ritualized time. This
division o f time results in what A m os R apoport calls "tempos and rhythms o f human
activities, that is, the number o f events per unit time and the distribution o f activities in
time (day and night, weekday and rest day, seasonal, sacred and profane times, and so
on), respectively" (180).

1The five pillars of Islam: 1. Shahada ("the Muslim profession of faith: ‘there is no god but God;
Muhammad is the Prophet of God’"; 2. ‘Iqamat Salat* (prayer); 3.‘Siyam Ramadhan* (fasting); 4. ‘lyta*
Z ak at’ (the aim-tax); 5. ‘Hadj* (pilgrimage to Mecca).
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Here, a typical day constitutes five ‘time zones,’ divided by each prayer which m ight be
thought o f as a ‘temporal threshold,’ a sacred transition or a temporal ‘hurmaJi,’
between one ‘time zone’ and another. T he experience o f each ‘time zone’ not only
resembles the experience o f a particular ‘space zone,’ but, in som e ways, it requires it.
The distribution o f the five prayers appears to com ply with a work/leisure time
formula. The typical day begins with the breaking o f the dawn, or the first sign o f light
on the sky. A n awakening 'adharf or prayer call declares the beginning o f the day.
U nlike the Western concept o f time which considers midnight as the end and the
beginning o f a day where an according to mechanized Islamic time, the W estern 7:00
a.m. is the equivalent o f the Islamic 1:00 a.m.; thus, 'faji* prayer is the temporal
threshold o f a new day. In a typical 'harah' older men or heads o f families and a few
sons attend this prayer in the m osque. F or many boys and young men, this time is too
early to rise, so they simply pray wherever they happen to be at the time o f waking up,
at hom e, in the valley or in the orchard. A t ‘faji3time (dawn), w om en are awakened to
begin their daily work int he dwelling before participating in other labor outside the
dwelling.

Children spend their morning in the K oranic school which takes place

wherever the com m unity finds an available space, usually in a vacant courtyard or
under a tree near a m osque.
The period between the ‘fajf (dawn) and 'dhuhuf (noon) prayers is considered
the principle working hours for all. M en attend to their main occupations outside the
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dwelling such as agriculture, trade and the like. W om en who are not assisting men in
the harvest or maintaining the fam ily’s agricultural produce spend this time period
laboring in and around the dwelling. A s Christine Eickelman (1984) observes:
W ithin its walls wom en do much o f their work and they entertain m any
female guests, either formally or informally. W om en are responsible for
the sm ooth running o f the household and they seek to ensure [that] their
house is known for its hospitality” (43).
The informal ‘entertaining’ o f female guests is, in fact, not thought o f locally as
just "kaffeklatsching," but, more importantly, as a specific daily female m eeting time in
which to exchange inform ation on various social issues concerning the ‘Jiarah.' This
female gathering is equivalent to male m eeting in the public 'sablatf after prayers;
however, it differs in the fact that different groups o f wom en meet in different houses
at the same time, while all men o f the ‘haraff would meet in one place. W om en meet
during two informal gatherings per day:
(afternoon).

at 'dhuhati (before noon) and “asf

Both meetings take place in the dwelling and when men are working

outside the dwelling. The ‘dhuha' meeting takes place from the time when men are
working in the m orning until the time to begin cooking lunch,the m ain m eal o f the day.
The second meeting known as lta ‘a sit takes place before the ‘asf prayer when m en go
to the market (suq) after their main meeting in 'sablali follow ing ‘dhuhiif prayer.
Leisure time from noon to night is the period when m ost o f the prayers are
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attended. After eating lunch in the privacy o f one’s ow n fam ily \ men go to the
m osque for ‘dhuhiu* prayer and meet after the prayer in the adjacent male reception
room, or ‘sablah.' Often, a man who knows that there is a gathering o f w om en in his
house would depart for the market from the 'sablah' and would not pass by his house.
After the “asf prayer, men head back from the market, wom en disperse to their hom es,
and a secondary working period mixed with leisure begins.

M en attend to the

unfinished work from morning outside the dwelling and wom en continue their dom estic
activities and begin preparing dinner for the family in the dwelling. By the time the

'maghrib' prayer is called, both men and women have finished their daily duties and
families gather in privacy for dinner. Between the 'maghrib and the “ishaa' prayers,
dinner time, perhaps, is the m ost intimate family gathering in the dwelling. After dinner
time, men go to the m osque for the last prayer o f the day, "ishaa.' After the prayer,
men meet for a short time for ‘ram sa/f or the m ale night gathering.
From this narration o f the events o f a typical day in a traditional Omani 'harah'
several points significant to this study emerge. One is the obvious use o f the indigenous
concept o f ‘social time’ to resolve the potential spatial conflicts which m ight arise if the
undesirable interaction o f men and women occurs. A nother is the interdependent, yet
separate spatial and temporal m ale and female worlds. The patriarchal order reaches 2

2 Meals are ritualized and very private matters in Oman. For a good discussion refer to Kanafani, Aida S.
in her unpublished dissertation under the title: Aesthetics and Ritual in the United Arab Emirates (1977).
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its symbolic apex during prayer time. W hile m en are required to congregate in the
m osque (sym bolizing ‘ ummah' or community), wom en areconsigned to pray in solitude
in the deepest space in the dwelling which results in a process o f dispersal rather than
congregation 3. This recalls what Fatim a M em issi suggests as a fear o f the allencompassing, all-consum ing heterosexual interaction rather than a m isogynistic
opposition to wom en. This phenom enon is m ost apparent in the fact that m ost prayers
occur during leisure or slack time. However, it is im portant to clarify that in som e
M uslim societies wom en are allowed in m osques for prayer, though in a separate space.
‘Social tim e’ and ‘social space’ com plem ent and accom m odate for the
shortcomings o f each other. The concept o f ‘social time influences the structure o f the
‘social space’ by simultaneously allocating different groups to either the dwelling or to
the 'harah.' Both concepts enforce the continual dispersal o f w om en which reduces
their influence to the social, and reifies the constant assemblage o f m en which recognizes
their influence as political or juridical. Generally, ‘social time’ regulates the use o f
dom estic spaces in the dwelling and links it to the public space in the 'harah.'
Here, ‘social tim e’ enacts w ays which reinforce the notion o f sym bolism and
territoriality in ‘social space.’ D aily prayers ritualize daily m ovem ents between the
dwelling and the com m unity. Thus, ‘social space’ emerged as culturally structured by

3 See M. Farah’s Marriage and Sexuality in Islam 1984:121.
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these ritualized movements. At the time o f the prayer, spaces o f the com m unity becom e
divided into the sacred and the profane. Although the m osque emblematizes the highest
level o f symbolic ‘hiirmaH as ‘sacred space,’ prayer times in particular transform other
spaces into profane spaces where all believers are forbidden during this time.
Alleyways, playgrounds, farms and the like becom e profane, and being in these spaces
during prayer indicates that the person is not submissive and com pliant with respect to
sacred ritual.

Here, the solitary seclusion o f women in their dwellings during an

otherwise collective ritual may be thought o f more as territorial than as sym bolic

‘hiirmah.'
During prayer time, the sense o f ‘hurmali o f the 'harali as a w hole intensifies,
and the sense o f territoriality is at its low est levels. Visitation is minimal between
different dwellings and harahs. During the prayer, perhaps the only time a spirit o f
egalitarianism prevails within the male community. The prayer time, ritually structured,
enhances the sense o f belongingness to the place, under the everwatchful eyes o f G od
on his believers.
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THE DW ELLING

'Social Space* in the Dwelling: From the Symbolic
(non-Shaykhly) to the Territorial (ShayHily)

Viewed within the patriarchal system, the Omani dwelling emerges into tw o, at
times distinct, types: the shaykhly and non-shaykhly (C. Eickelman, 1984;57-67). W hile
acknowledging that such classification is incomplete, it nevertheless serves to simplify
for analytical purposes.

A lso, important to recall from the introduction, is the

designation o f the title 'shaykH in this study. Here, the term shaykh does not com ply
completely with its com m on meaning. 'Shaykh is designated as either the title o f a
tribal leader and all the members o f his family; a religious scholar; or a prominent figure
in a lineage or in a 'harah? In the present study, however, 'shaykh designates those
w ho are prominent econom ically and have risen to be influential politically. Contrary
to the ideal egalitarianism preached by the Ibadhi teachings, this shaykhly group does
not include religious scholars who are econom ically dispossessed. M ore importantly,
and since this study deals with dwellings int he context o f their 'harah’ 'shaykh refers
to the elite few in each 'harah' who are the proprietors o f its largest dwellings.
Essentially, both types o f dwellings -sh a y k h ly and non-shaykhly -a d h e re to the
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concept oVhurmah.' Thus, we note som e o f its m anifestations on both types, namely
the traditional codes o f privacy and ‘visual m odesty.’ However, the concept oVhurmaH
evolves from being m ore ‘sym bolic,’ to being m ore ‘territorial’ as the dwelling m oves
from being non-shaykhly to being shaykhly. In other words, non-shaykhly dwellings
in their simple forms are actually m ore com plex in the spatial use than the shaykhly.
The shaykhly dwellings replace the element o f ‘social tim e,’ cultural coordination, tact,
and the like with the element o f space - a kind o f disintegration o f and ascendance
beyond the culture o f commoners. From Christine Eickelman’s (1984) description o f
these dwellings in Hamra, such difference is noted, (however, it is noteworthy that
shaykhly dwellings o f other regions such as Sharqiyya are even larger and excessively
more elaborate):
The houses o f shaykhly families tend to be m uch larger than those o f
m ost commoners. The additional space in these houses allow s for guests
o f both sexes to be entertained at the same time. It also allow s for private
space for household members not occupied in receiving guests. There is
much less need in these houses for a careful coordination o f m ovem ent
(60).
Shaykhly dwellings exhibit elaborate spatial and representational interpretation
o f patriarchal power. In fact, if we were to reconstruct the evolution o f a dwelling
derived from plans o f both types, there is a proportionate increase in the relationship
between the rise o f the power o f the father and the attendant im plem entation o f strict
spatial patriarchal rules coupled with higher levels o f gender segregation. Locally, this
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is perceived by many as a rise in the ‘social status’ o f the family and its members. Thus,
the rise o f the power o f the father causes the rise in degree o f the socio-political
com plexity o f the family in relation to its ow n members and in relation to others. In
comparing different groups from different societies, A m os R apoport and Susan Kent
(1990) find that the "use o f space (behavior) and the built environment (cultural
material) becom e m ore segmented or partitioned as a group’s culture becom es m ore
segmented or complex" (129). Similarly, one can argue that the same process occurs in
a single family when it m oves from a non-shaykhly family to a shaykhly family.
Thereby, at the base o f the scale, it is noted that the simplest dwellings, for example, the
bedouin tents constructed o f palm fronds, belong to simpler or more egalitarian socio
econom ic and political systems and, perhaps, to a m o re ritually structured society. One
vertical tier higher would find families o f herdsmen who reside in smaller communities
by m ountain streams overlooking the villages. These postoralists reside in single-story
houses, often com posed o f single room units which are built o f flat lim estone pieces
stacked without mortar one on top o f each other (Cain, Afshar, and N orton; 1974; 164).
The next tier comprises what m ight be characterized as the non-shykhly, and the top o f
the scale belongs the category o f shaykhly dwellings. W hat is striking here is that these
simple, non-durable and non-permanent structures belong to the m ore egalitarian
com m unities w hose ‘social space’ might be thought o f a m ore sym bolically structured
than territorially.

A H A R A H IL L U ST R A T IN G A SH A Y K H L Y D W E LL IN G
A N D N O N -SH A Y K H L Y SM ALLER D W E L L IN G
(STEVENS, A . : 1990)
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Perimeter Wall and Threshold

The building evolution begins with the simple construction o f a perimeter wall
and the threshold in order to contain 'hurmali in its sym bolic stages. A s such, the

'batirt (hidden) is established and rules for crossing between the private and the public
dom ains are created. T o erect a perimeter wall or a door as the first stage in the
building process is noted by G uy T. Petherbridge (1978) in his essay "The H ouse and
Society." H e attributes this phenom enon to houses in Salalah, the southern region o f
Oman as well as the Swahili houses o f East Africa which have historical econom ic and
political relations with the Omani Sharqiyya region in particular (197). W ithin this
perimeter, then, three degrees o f horizontal enclosures evolve: enclosed spaces or room s
(suffah or hujrah), a semi-enclosed or covered gallery (dahriz), and an open space or
courtyard (hawsh).
In his study o f houses o f Mudayrib, a town in Sharqiyya, Bonnenfant (1977)
observed that with the increase o f the size o f the house -in d ica tiv e o f a sign in power—
the high perimeter wall is replaced by surrounding room s. Therefore, this wall loses its
character as a freestanding entity and takes on the massiveness o f the building.
Accom panying this developm ent, the entryway also evolves from a simple bent
entry way with a simple door to becom e an enclosed transition called by som e as ‘ barza'
or lsbah.' A s such, the entryway to a shaykhly dwelling becom es m ore elaborate. It
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evolves into a decorated vestibule. M oreover, it becom es an im portant ‘room ’ within
the dwelling. The carved w ooden door o f the entry way becom es a dom inant feature o f
the facade bearing engraved messages o f important values for any m an o f power: am ong
them, representations depicting codes o f chivalry, hospitality and leadership.

The Courtyard (Hawsh)

The evolution o f patriarchal power accounts for the evolution from the sym bolic
to the territorial in the social space o f the dwelling. This occurs, in part, by further
distancing the private from the public dom ains. Spatially, this is partially achieved by
surrounding the courtyard (hawsh) with enclosed room s rather than with a perimeter
wall. The courtyard begins as an open space, in front o f enclosed and semi-enclosed
spaces (main body), which are created by either its own perimeter wall, by a neighbor’s
wall or even by a grove o f palm trees. This type o f exterior courtyard, as opposed to an
"interior courtyard," is the m ost com m on in Inner Oman. A s an ancient house from,
the courtyard house was adopted by Islam upon which to apply its now ‘order.’
G uy Petherbridge (1978) notes the two types o f courtyard houses:
the interior courtyard house, where the house encloses a courtyard,
characteristic o f urban areas; and the exterior courtyard house, where the
courtyard borders on the house, providing a protected area contiguous
with the dwelling units, but not enclosed by them. This latter type tends
to be associated with rural areas, where there is less pressure on building
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space and less need for the protective introversion the interior courtyard
house provides (199).
Thus, given the socio-econom ic quasi-autonom y o f the inner Omani ''harah? a setting
which is rural, fairly isolated, the ‘exterior courtyard’ type o f dwellings prevail. A n in
order for one o f these dwellings to "evolve" and to reconstruct an ‘interior courtyard,’
if is requisite that the father’s socio-econom ic power also has to rise. This process
illustrates the potential shift o f ‘social space’ from one which is m ore sym bolic to one
which is m ore territorial.
Socially, the inner Omani courtyard is used as "neutral space." In other words,
the courtyard space is public space within a private dom ain, effectively creating a
transition between the outside and the interior. Here, rules o f privacy are relaxed and
suspicion is suspended. Because ‘visual privacy’ is what is intended, visual control is
momentarily abandoned. This m ood o f neutrality is accomplished in part by preventing
visual access: first, from the outside into the courtyard, and then from the courtyard
into the surrounding rooms. Thus, the courtyard is solely open to visual access from
the interior outwardly. A lso, in order to achieve total privacy and neutrality within the
courtyard, the threshold area is twisted, bent, and blocked visually, a phenom enon
dating from pre-Islamic e r a s(0 . Grabar, 1978;67). However, beyond preventing visual
access, what is m ore important in twisting the threshold is its effect on the person
crossing it. It m olds the individual’s behavior to the extent that he becom es aware o f
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A D IA G R A M W H IC H
SHOW S T Y PICA L FLOOR
PL A N S A N D HO W TH E
D W E L L IN G EVOLVES.
(B O N N E N F A N T , 1977)
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the direction o f his gaze.

Privacy and visual m odesty are, socially, two main

com ponents in sym bolic structure o f 'hurmah.'
The household members’ use o f the courtyard as space for interaction with
strangers is m ore com m on in the non-shaykhly dwellings. In these dwellings, m ale
visitors, usually relatives or ex-slaves, m ay greet female members o f the fam ily in the
courtyard.

Close neighborhood friends and men o f kin m ay have coffee in the

courtyard at certain times o f the day. In case the 'sabla' the ’‘majlis? or "male reception
room", is not located near the front, main entry-way, or if it has no back door, the
courtyard becomes a neutral spatial connection between the front entryway and the

'inajUg. M ore importantly, and since the female voice is as private as her body, it
becomes an audio insulatory space between the main body o f the house (female area)
and the ‘majlii (male area). M oreover, this courtyard becom es a working area during
m onths o f harvest especially summer m onths when dates are harvested regularly. A lso,
children as well as their mothers find the courtyard a spacious and constantly guardable
playground. At summer nights, noting the fact that having meals is a private affair that
is visually guarded, the courtyard becom es a dining area. Such an active space m ay
exist only in a non-shaykhly dwelling.
The rise in the shaykh’s patriarchal power -esp ecia lly his econom ic power and
corresponding rise in his social sta tu s- m eans that his pow er m ight well be transformed
into authority. Thus, all rules o f privacy, m odesty and segregation take on a higher
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degree o f strict implementation - a m ore territorial m anifestation.

Thus, rules o f

authority begin to manifest themselves in distancing spaces and creating wider spatial
gaps between them. F or instance, spatially, the courtyard becom es a locus surrounded
by enclosed spaces, further isolated from the public realm.

It loses its sense o f

spaciousness and openness. The courtyard becom es m ore o f an environm ental device,
like the "interior courtyards" o f urban areas. T he active characteristics o f the courtyard
begin to diminish; it starts to lose much o f its social function.

The

‘(Hhiirfaff

A distinct feature o f shaykhly dwellings is the 'ghurfah' or the upper floor which
is used exclusively by the father. A lthough shaykhly dwellings cannot be considered
tower dwellings, the ‘ghurfalf resembles the top floor o f the tower houses o f Yemen,
know n as the ‘mafraj where men are received. It is the highest and m ost decorated
space o f the dwelling. The 'ghurfah' however, is m ore private, frequently functioning
as the father’s bedroom, if it consists solely o f a single room. In larger dwellings, the

‘ghurfati contains m ostly bedroom s and the m en’s reception room or ‘sablah' - t h e
m ost important space in the house.
W ith its thick durable walls, the 'ghurfah.' stands prominent am ong the
surrounding smaller, mud dwellings, as if the shaykh him self is fashioning a charismatic
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pose am ong the other, less powerful. The m ost salient feature o f the 'ghurfah is its
location in the dwelling: the highest level, closest to the front perimeter, often
delineating the front side o f the dwelling. Thus, it overlooks both the courtyard and the
main entryway. Another feature that distinguishes the ‘ghurfalf from other kinds o f
upper stories is the existence o f a row o f openings. U nlike the blank walls o f lower
levels which exhibit only ventilation holes (mraq), the ‘ghurfah enables total visual
control over the courtyard and the surrounding area outside the dwelling. This adds to
the public image o f the shaykh’s power: when he is in his ‘ghurfah? all behavior in and
around the dwelling is under his visual control.

Here, his power is manifested in

territorial terms —an elevated position coupled with visual control. In peculiar and
vague ways, this phenom enon recalls the panoptic "eye o f power," a regulating device
at the shaykh’s exclusive disposal. As such, the dwelling is effectively transformed into
an institution o f power, whereby the ‘unidirectional,’ "synoptic visibility" -simplified
and reduced in its Foucauldian intensity- is observed through spatial m anipulation o f
the dwelling.
Shaykhly dwellings draw part o f their patriarchal power from their social effect
on outsiders. T o the non-clan visitors or passers-by, these dwellings represent the
settlement’s power and nobility. Especially when no major fortifications have been
erected, shaykhly dwellings dom inate the skyline, demarcating territorial control as
central power bases. In addition, shaykhly dwellings attempt to reflect the identity o f
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the territory, its level o f security, hospitality, chivalry and the like. Their dom inance is
often dramatized by the natural context o f the settlement, including enveloping groves
o f palm trees. Seen from a distance, m ost settlements are located strategically (and
sometimes not so strategically), against hills and around valleys, surrounded by desert
plains and hidden behind palm trees. Against this background, shaykhly dwellings,
"being vertical elements which stand up in space and therefore m ake a center, [a noncosm ic center]," asN orberg-Schulz (1984): form "a focus to the built habitat"(37). This
dom inant and powerful image is reinforced by the fact that travellers who were passing
by these settlements used slow m oving animals (i.e., mules, donkeys, camels...etc). For
outsiders such as non-clan visitors, however, the power o f these dwellings is not overtly
aggressive per se; rather they function as a deterrent or constant vigil over their
territory.

A n example o f this non-aggressive territoriality, as noted by Eugenio

Galdieri, is the seventeenth century palace o f Imam Bilarab bin Sultan Al-Yaarabi at
the town o f Jabrin near Bahia (169), this landmark building, however, is considerably
m ore embellished as compared to other shaykhly dwellings in terms o f its unsurpassed
elaboration.
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The SaMah

The ‘sablah' or 'majltf is the secluded m ale reception space in the dwelling. The

‘sablaft is generally located as far as possible from the private dom ain o f the dwelling.
In the case o f a simple, non-shaykhly dwelling, the 'sablalf is either directly adjacent to
the front or main entry way, or located on the other side o f the courtyard opposite the
main body o f the house, replete with its ow n back entryway. However, in shaykhly
dwellings, in many instances, the ‘majltf is either built outside the dwelling or in the

'ghurfah' where visitors may gain access through a staircase away from the service level
connected to the entry vestibule. In both instances, the courtyard is totally shut out
from strangers. Beside the ‘ghurfah’ the 'sablati is also a decorated space. For som e
non-shaykhly families, the 'sablah' functions as a workshop where the father conducts
his daily business.

Women and ‘Social Space*

W ithin both the traditional dwelling and the iharah' m ale/fem ale segregation
appears to com ply spatially with the M uslim Gazzalian theory o f sexuality. Gazzalian
theory, it will be recalled, posits a sexually active female versus the passive male. Here,
this com plex set o f social relations emerges in a m ost uncom plicated manner through
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the allocation o f w om en’s space.
The spatial construct o f the M uslim theory o f sexuality occurs in the dom estic
unit where women’s space occupies a significant part o f the dwelling, effectively allotting
marginal space for men. This is true in the ‘hurmati according to Belkacem’s (1982)
definition denotes the feminine space inside the dwelling and the m asculine space
outside (7). However, in m ost 'harahg in inner Oman the female space occupies the
main body o f the dwelling. This space includes all bedroom s except the '‘ghurfah,' all
service room s except the storage room (econom ic control), sem i-open spaces (‘dahril),
and the courtyard. M en in the dwelling are secluded and marginalized in the peripheral
male living room ^majlid).
In Inner Oman, "undesirable interaction" o f wom en with non-hayyan men
outside their ’‘hayyaii is partially resolved through cultural perception: the courtyard
is a "neutral zone" where such "illicit interaction" is effectively overlooked. Another
cultural mechanism used in overcom ing this potential spatial conflict is effectuated
through the ritual o f daily worship. M oreover, as noted by Christine Eickelman (1984),
the separation o f spaces is achieve through a variety o f socio-cultural controls: the
careful coordination o f m ovem ents on the part o f household members in time and
space, the implicit cooperation o f other households, and careful attention to nonverbal
cues (58). A lso, because m en are out o f the dwelling periphery during the greater part
o f the day, and because Omani wom en are not allowed in m osques or in ‘sablahs?
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women utilize the absence o f men during such times in order to interact with ease. In
fact, because in the main, Omani wom en pray in their dwellings, the dwelling takes its
highest feminine expression and highest intensity o f sym bolic 'hunnali during daily
prayers. The spatial interaction during these prayers assumes utm ost com pliance with
the M uslim patriarchal order. A wom an prays in solitude in the dwelling, and in her
single act o f worship she represents the ‘fam ily.’ As sole representor o f the family, she
is alone am ong the descending Angels. Conversely, men are gathered in the m osque in
"sacred congregation," representing the ‘ UmmaHx.
W ithin such spatial division, wom en have utilized their accorded power via the
organization and influence o f social events in the dwelling as well as in the community.
Enabled by the absence o f patriarchal surveillance, wom en manage to control the means
o f dom estic inform ation exchange, a unique, self-managed, women-centered world.
This spatial construct is theorized by Janet Abu-Lughud (1991) as one in which:
...wom en escape the direct experience o f their subordination and gain the
respect accorded to those who uphold the social order. W om en
enthusiastically support the segregation that allows them to carve our
significant fields for autonom ous action in their relatively unsupervised
and egalitarian world (144).1

1 Farah, M.. Marriage and Sexuality in Islam. 1984:121-22;
The Prophet said:
"a woman is nearest to the face of God when she is in the inner sanctum of her house; performing the
prayer in the courtyard of her house is better than praying in the mosque, and praying in her house is
better than praying in her courtyard, and praying in her bedchamber ('makhda’) is better than
praying (elsewhere) in her house."
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In the villages o f Oman, besides participating in farming and herd grazing, wom en are
responsible for the sm ooth running o f the household. They seek to ensure that their
house is know n for its hospitality - a significant social code which can raise or lower the
family social status: especially, the social status o f the father (C. Eickelman, 1984;43).
In the dwelling, the 'hawsh,' courtyard, becom es the m ost consistently used space by
women during the winter season. Here, they gather, visit, som etim es buy and sell, drink
coffee and exchange information about daily events in the com m unity. D uring the
summer season, wom en utilize the 'dahriz,' the sem i-open space between the courtyard
and the room s for similar sorts o f activities. These neighborly exchanges o f w om en’s
visits and gatherings occur twice a day: at 'dhuha,' in the m orning when men are out
to work (between 9:00 to 11:00 a.m.), and ‘A sr,’ when man are gathered at the local
public meeting room after the prayer or at the market (between 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.). In
turn, female, domestic-centered social dynamics structured around the daily ritual o f
worship affects the male social reality. Hildred Geertz (1979), in her study o f the
M oroccan town o f Serfou, observes a similar situation within the M aghrebian context:
men find the dom estic sphere a com plexly structured place where m any o f their actions
are limited by rules o f avoidance and by their lack o f sufficient inform ation about
current situations, [updated dom estic news and information] (331).
Muslim domestic privacy, an element o f the symbolism oVhuimah' is that much
more visual via physical means. A s noted previously, while wom en utilize the m ost
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significant part o f the dwelling, men are constantly marginalized. Such a division o f
space was not originally intended to be a defensive, territorial mechanism, or even
exclusively for the containm ent o f wom en, per se. Rather, it was an attempt to guard

‘haiwaJf for both men and women. Arab-American anthropologist Janet Abu-Lughud
(1987) suggests this by asserting that:
...The object was not only to prevent physical contact but to protect
visual privacy. Line-of-distance [symbolic], rather than physical distance
[territorial], was the object o f urban design. Thus, Islamic law regulated
the placement o f windows, the heights o f adjacent buildings and the
mutual responsibilities o f neighbors toward one another so as to guard
visual privacy. Architecture assisted this process. N o t only the devices
o f ‘mashrabiyyd (lattice wood) screening, [absent in inner Oman], but the
layout o f houses and even o f quarters created the strangely asymmetrical
reality, that women could see men but men could not see w om en, except
those in certain relationships with them (167).
This explains, for one, the rationale for the marginalized male ‘majlid in the dwelling.
However, the rise o f the Father’s patriarchal power, particularly salient for the shaykh,
allows him to extend this visual privacy to audible privacy as well, by physically
distancing m en’s space so that they cannot hear the female voices o f the family. This
territorial division provides the basics for the men’s world: a world which is hierarchal.
In som e senses, men have a spatial disadvantage in that their behavior is singularized
by the constant supervision o f either male elders or by the household’s wom en. W omen,
carefully segregated and therefore liberated from the patriarchal gaze, are afforded a
som ewhat greater possibility for an unsupervised and m ore egalitarian world.
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W ithin the sphere o f the 'harah? the seclusion o f wom en is associated with social
status. The m ore secluded the woman, the higher her status is. Thus, certain shaykhly
wom en are the only wom en in the villages o f inner Oman to be v e ile d 2. Their work
outside the dwelling is minimal, and inside, they are served by ex-slaves. However, m ost
other wom en (commoners) work in the families’ agricultural fields. W om en’s division
o f labor includes harvesting and maintaining the produce, while planting and irrigating
are the exclusive duties o f men. W om en’s easy m obility with the boundaries o f their

“haralf is prevalent am ong the com pany o f family clusters (hayyan) and close
neighbors.

For the non-shaykhly wom en, the alleyways o f the lharaH are not

considered as exclusively male territory. Rather, the dom ain outside the 'hurmaJi o f
the 'harah' is exclusively m en’s world.

Representation

Perhaps one o f the m ost significant com ponents o f the dwelling is its inevitable
architectonic representation. Representation is used here in its broadest spectrum
covering architecture from its explicit representation such as decoration to its implicit
representation, such as the form, m assivity and durability o f its materials. A s explained

2 Bedouin women wear masks (burqu*), however, burqu* has nothing to do with the concept of veil.
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by W. J. M itchell (1990), representation is defined critically as a "distinctive character"
o f man.

In fact, "man, for m any philosophers both ancient and m odem , is the

‘representational anim al,’ ‘hom o sym bolicum ’..." A pposite to its traditional form,
representation has been "the foundation concept in aesthetics...and semiotics...[and] in
the m od em era (i.e., in the last three hundred years) it has also becom e a crucial concept
in political theory, forming the cornerstone or representational theories o f sovereignty,
legislative authority..."(11).
Architectural representation in a traditional society provides a framework which
not only constructs and contains ‘social space’ but also projects and extends power
signification in the form o f a fixed, readable text. U nlike space, it does not coordinate
itself with time. The facade o f a dwelling, for example, caries a fixed textual, narration.
This is important to note, since architecture in this and other similar societies is a
significant medium used for representation. Enrico d’Errico (1983) notes in his study
o f military architecture o f Oman that:
In a society [such as the Ibadhi] in which it appears the way o f life was
similar for everybody, the ‘power’ wished to assert authority by show ing
visible signs o f dom inance easily understood by all. The building is the
m ost tangible sign o f power as far as ordinary people are concerned and
if one considers carefully the distribution o f military architecture in
Oman it will be noticed that a large number o f forts and towers [and,
m ost importantly, shaykhly houses] are situated in the vital centers o f
crowded tow ns (305).
Viewed within these lenses, the dwelling appears to personify patriarchal power.
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Non-shaykhly dwellings appear humble in size and form, hom ogeneous in their context,
and simple in their representation —a com m on family in its 'hurmah' fragile as the dry
mud walls, silent, unobtrusive and conforming.

In their m odesty they reflect the

simplicity o f the life o f their inhabitants who posses no political influence in the
community, and whose principle concern is directed toward improving their econom ic
well being. M oreover, within these m odest, unadorned walls, the family relies on the
symbolic, ‘local knowledge’ within the cultural system for its nonrepresentational
experience. U nlike shaykhly dwellings with their multiple facades, these dwellings
exhibit only a single front facade, which serves to m ake and separate the 'dahrii (the
sem i-open gallery) from the courtyard. Hence, it is a private facade which does not
attempt any public projections beyond its '‘hurmah? M ore importantly, the building’s
general image or gestalt as a ‘signifier’ .represents a m ore integrated ‘signified’ —the
family.
The shaykhly dwellings, on the other hand, personify patriarchal power beyond
the dom estic realm. They represent not only the power o f the shaykh within his family,
but also the power center o f the iharah' There is an absence o f public m onum ents (i.e.,
m osques, shrines...etc.) except for a few large fortifications, m any which evolved from
their original functions as shaykhly dwellings.

A lso, as a result o f the "primitive

democracy" o f Ibadhism, the shaykhly dwelling emerged as the ‘m onum ent’ o f the

‘harah? in which the shaykh as a ‘ruler’ o f his clan resided.
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In the context o f m odest mud houses, the shaykhly dwelling appears
monumental. A s Oleg Grabar (1978) puts it:
The expression o f power is in many ways an autom atic attribute o f
monum ental architecture. The quarrying o f stones, the firing o f bricks,
the planning o f buildings and the organization o f work gangs, the
acquisition o f often expensive material for decoration, these and m any
other activities required by any large-scale construction demanded
financial means and a ‘legal authority’ that was generally available in the
past to only a few rich ruling princes [shaykhs] (65).
From the relatively "common" affluent residences o f a typical 'harah,' to the
shaykhly dwellings o f Ibra, M udayrib and the like, and extending to the seventeenthcentury palace o f Imam BilaTab bin Sultan al-Y aa‘rabi o f Jabrin, the power center o f
the Omani com m unity, was represented in a consistently similar manner, varying only
by different degrees o f elaboration. A s describe by Grabar above, the construction
process in and o f itself was an erection o f power. The thick, m assive walls o f these
dwellings were constructed out o f durable stone m asonry (dark grey lim estone),
embedded in plaster mortar and covered with a thick layer o f ochre-colored sand and
and plaster. Such massivity and durability fortifies and com es to signify the permanence
o f the inherited family power attendant to shaykhly lineage. In order to maintain his
powerful presence, a shaykh constructs his dwelling in the form o f a fortification. This
again, is related to such attributes a s ‘chivalry,’ a traditionally m asculinist warrior ethos,
paternalism and the like. This typically masculine association o f patriarchal power
represents the expected protection o f the inhabitants o f the 'haratf as well as the

TWO SETTLEMENTS DO M IN A TED BY SH A Y K H L Y DW ELLINGS;
THE LOWER PHOTO SHOWS JA B R IN FO RT
(SC H O L Z : 1978)
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extension o f hospitality afforded by the patriarchal host-guest code.
Another important element o f representation in shaykhly dwellings is the facade,
exterior and interior. A shaykhly dwelling exhibits a defensive, inpenetratable exterior
facade. The facade o f the lower floor is a relatively unadorned wall, with the exception
o f a row o f small round or rectangular openings for purposes o f ventilation. This
indicates that the floor is used by wom en, a service level. The facade o f the upper floor,
the 'ghurfah,' on the other hand, opens outwardly with a row o f rectangular windows
with wrought-iron grating and several dormer windows made o f carved plaster.
M oreover, the shaykhly dwelling is crowned with defensive crenellations (quruns) on
its parapet walls, coupled with lines o f gun and canon loop-holes (marami).
In the interior, the facade is more open on the lower level than on the upper level
whose arches (‘uqud) constitute the threshold between the courtyard and its adjacent
semi-open gallery - t h e 'dihriz' A n archway is culturally thought o f m ore as indicative
o f a significant transition than a typical entryway. The significance o f its shape is
obvious in its many important public uses: as a lmihrad in a m osque - a transition
between earth and the h eaven s- or as the gateway to the ‘harah? A nother decorative
element on the facade is the main door. The main door o f a shaykhly dwelling is a
fortified piece o f carved w ood, "decorated with heads o f large wrought-iron nails...kept
shut by chains (ghalaq)...and framed by a slightly protruding ledge o f plaster above
which dxz'qurun.' or crenellations" (P. andG . Bonnenfant and S. al-Harthi: 1977,130).
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T w o important elements o f interior decoration are the painted ceilings (naqsh
l‘juzu‘ or damam) and the niches in the shape o f the ‘persian arch’ in the interior o f
som e walls (ruwazin). The painted ceiling consist o f horizontal palm-tree trunks used
a crossbeams for the ceiling. The painted ceilings themselves are a textual and artistic
narration o f som e o f the m ost important virtues the dwelling as a w hole attempts to
represent.3
The omnipresent feature o f patriarchal order prevails throughout the
architectural representation.

The m assive forms, the fortified facades, the heavy

w ooden doors, the archway and the architectural decorations all attest to the
masculinist virtues. The facade, for example, is a masculine ‘signifier’ for a feminine
‘signified’ —wom en dom estic sphere inside the dwelling. Influenced by internal, tribal
unrest and external aggressions, this architecturally virile representation appears
militaristic. This militaristic architectural tradition is significantly influenced by the
sixteenth-century Portuguese invaders who first occupied M uscat in 1507.

The

Portuguese built the Mirani and Jalali forts, influenced by the early Italian Renaissance
school (d‘Erricco: 1983).

Pursuant to the reconquest o f the Omani territories by

Imam Say bin Sultan, a campaign o f military construction to further secure the country

3 Bonnenfant: 1977; 132, P. and G. Bonnefant described some of the poetic verses they noted painted on
the ceilings which: "extol the virtues important to an Arab tribe of good descent: hospitality, so gracious that
the classical roles of host and guest are reversed; viriliryt so fearless that it confronts danger with bravery...a
heart so full that it feels both the joys and the sorrows of other...and it is hardly surprising, finally, to find
pious verses...in a milieu so steeped in religious fervour..."
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from European invasion was begun. From the smaller fortifications around W adi
Samail to the construction o f the enorm ous Nizwa fort around 1660, such militaristic
architecture was necessitated by these factors:
Firstly, the consideration that the power o f the fort and its builder [the
Imam] m ust be clearly visible to the people o f the surrounding territory,
and secondly, and m ore importantly because by its authority it must
control the limits o f its territory and have clear sightlines for firing at the
enemy (303).
Follow ing a similar tradition, Imam Sultan bin Sayf al-Y aa’rubi built the al-H azm fort
in 1708 in Rustaq, which became one o f the m ost influential m odels for building civilian
as well as defensive structures. A nother significantly influential historic structure is the
Bahia fort which incorporated the pre-gunpowder architecture o f m ultiple towers at all
corners and along with walls o f the building (298). A s such, D ’Errico concludes that:
the town in the Islamic world generally represents the territory o f the
ruler... [and] the characteristics o f Omani architecture have evolved directly from
this form o f socio-political organization, with the houses all being related to a
military prototype and the decorative elements secondary to the massive volumes
o f solid structure...[This is] in com plete contrast to m any other Islamic
environments where a decorative approach to dom estic architecture has resulted
in purely decorative geometrical filigree work being the dom inant characteristic
o f dom estic architecture (305).
Essentially, such architecture em bodies the patriarchal power in various ways
and degrees. However, here we m ust acknowledge as a rule, that a foreign architectural
im position resists becom ing integrated in the com m unity’s shared sym bolic values.
Rather, since its genesis is purely territorial, it only creates what later becom es adopted
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locally as a comprehensible set o f representational signals, adopted mainly by shaykhs
to enhance their patriarchal power. Perhaps the epitom e o f how architecture can be
perceived as representational power —finds its m ost exemplary expression in the
shaykhly dwellings. Even when the shaykhs would leave their residences to conduct
business in East Africa, their local power in Oman was always maintained, despite their
absence, by the presence o f their fortified, vacant houses which "[rose] above the village
and the palm-trees - beautiful, proud, empty, and som ewhat sad (Bonnenfant: 1977;

125).

Ceiling decorated in the manner of a poem, with the <adr and the 'ajz.

(BONNENFANT : 1977)
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CONCLUSIONS

Modernity and Tradition

M oham m ed Arkoun (1986) reminds us that "in each stage o f history new and
ancient elements o f life and thought are in an interactive process that leads the ‘m odern’
to becom e traditional or out o f date."

In that sense, he warns against reducing

modernity to exclusively contemporary aspects o f life as opposed to those relating to the
past. However, Arkoun defines our modernity as characterized by "a continuous and
rapid technological and intellectual change" which orders and produces all aspects o f
our existance (16).
Viewed within this context, Oman had, in fact, passed through many
modernities: three stand out historically. The first episteme o f ‘m odernity’ occurred
with the introduction o f the 'falaj? qanat irrigation system. Implemented during the
pre-Islamic era, this 'falaj technology profoundly affected Inner O m an’s political and
socio-econom ic structure. The second epistemic ‘m odernity’ manifested itself in the
introduction o f Islam itself which changed all ideological and socio-political aspects o f
life. The third ‘m odernity’ is the present one which began in the year 1964 when oil was
first discovered in the country. Here, we note that the previous two evolved slower and,
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with time, they took on "authentic" and regional characteristics.
Today, like any society caught within the throes o f abrupt historic transition,
people in Oman view the process o f dramatic technological change as ‘m odernization.’
A s such, "modernity" in Oman might be viewed as an historic era initiated in the year
1970 when the country was unified under the sultan Q aboos bin Said.

However,

because this ‘modernity’ was marked by imported ‘western technology,’ it is popularly
believed that this "modernity" is an outcom e o f external influences, that is, ‘western
material and ideological technologies.’ A s a result, opposing ideologies have emerged:
one which strives towards the relentless acquisition o f the W est’s imported modernity
in toto, including its socially-valued products: and the other which reacts as a backlash
against all o f it. And, as might be expected, there exists a tertiary, m ore moderate
position which oscillates between the former two. Here, ‘modernity’ manifests itself in
what Sharabi (1988) terms as "neopatriarchy" - a modernized form o f patriarchy.
Against this background, Arkoun (1981) articulates a familiar historic
phenomenon:
F or the first time in history, social groups are to m from their
autonom ous institutions, from their autarchic m ode o f existence, from
their sym bolic universe (sacred environment full o f ritual objects), from
places o f pilgrimage and sacrifice, from a projection o f the contents o f the
collective subconscious within inhabited space and in the surrounding
area.

They enter w ithout any transition, a social, econom ic and

politically rationalized and technicized environment with great unifying,
simplifying and centralizing pow er..."(49).
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IlrhaniTation

The process o f change in Oman is m ost salient in the country’s sweeping
urbanization. From its inception as a major city, M uscat was established as the capital
city.

This resulted inevitably in M uscat becom ing the center o f all political and

econom ic power, to the extent that the rest o f the country was relegated to the
periphery. A network o f highways was constructed to "unify" the country. A s a result,
three levels o f urbanization evolved. The m ost rapid, concentrated and sophisticated
level o f urbanization took place in M uscat —the center. A n intermediate level with a
decreased com m itm ent vis a vis development intensity and rapidity occurred in major
tow ns with historic significance, such as Salalah, N izw a, Suhar, and Sur. The third and
lowest level o f urbanization occurred throughout the rest o f the country.
Janet Abu-Lughud (1984) observes four characteristics which result from this
system o f urbanization (114-15). First, major cities (M uscat and other main towns)
emerge as centers for consum ption and not production. Second, these major cities
provide way to contain and control increasing populations. Third, as a result o f the
former two, the cities’ populations are comprised o f a large percentage o f ‘migrants’ "in the sense o f having m oved to the city from elsewhere." A fourth characteristic
pursuant to this urbanization process is an emergent ethnic and class segregation.
A s such, M uscat is the only city in Oman whose permanent residents (citizens)
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com e from different backgrounds - a ll tribes are represented herein, from Inner Oman,
the coast, and D hufar region; and all religious sects find representation as well,
including the Ibadhi, Sunni, and Shia‘. Throughout the rest o f the country, however,
land is distributed only to members o f the tribe traditionally living in and around the
land in question. This means, for example, that an Omani from the Sharqiyya region
cannot be given the title to a piece o f land in the Dhufar region. A s a result, this system
o f urbanization makes M uscat the only available permanent residence for Omani
minority groups - t h e Lawatiya group (Shia‘t), the Ibadhi ex-patriot groups who
returned from Africa after 1970, and the Baluchis (Sunni). However, in M uscat, class
gradations via the variables o f wealth and political power have dictated policy regarding
the distribution o f land/entitlement.
Each province in Oman has its main, representative town which is surrounded
by sm a ll, scattered villages and oases. In these towns, urbanization manifested itself
along a paved road in the construction o f concrete buildings where governmental
services —hospitals, schools, police stations and other socio-juridical institutions— are
located. In these villages, this paved road has becom e the one and only urban ordering
device (a "datum"). A long this road each tribe builds its new commercial and residential
buildings, a process which has replace the valley (wadi) or the sea shore as a significant
urban ordering factor.

This replacement is a reaction to the shift in m odes o f

production, from agriculture and pisciculture to governmental em ploym ent and trace.
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A s a result, small, randomly planned groups o f structures have appeared along roads
and highways. Y et behind and beyond the reaches o f these new settlements, traditional
villages are becoming increasingly neglected and often abandoned. Ensconcened among
enveloping palm trees, these serene villages appear to speeding passers-by only as a
blurred, green gestalt, nestled in clusters o f form behind colorful C oca-C ola display
boards.

Architecture

A sa universal phenom enon, urban development and architecture in Oman have
taken their separate roads to development.

U nlike the traditional dwelling/harah

integration, today, people build their houses without giving any consideration to the
general urban form and its process or continuity. In fact, neither the architect nor the
client attempts to analyze how his or her new building might influence the urban space
beyond its perimeter walls.

Architects rely on the government to take total

responsibility in providing them with a "magical urban scheme:" an urban m asterplan
in which houses are "plugged in."
During the problematic times o f societal historic flux and transformation,
‘national heritage’ becom es m ore o f a bureaucratic rather than an intellectual concern.
F or example, "professionals" use the term "Islamic architecture" to justify what is, in
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reality, an architectural "national style." Imposed by formulaic codes which proffer an
easy architectural "way out," this "national style" is characterized by crenellations, fake
arches above windows and doors, and a color range from white to dark brown. In "this
way," the typical m od em house, replete with roaring air-conditioning units, literally,
resembles in Corbusian terms, "a decorated machine to live in." Such architecture is
what W illiam Curtis (1986) protests against by hailing "authentic regionalism":
Authentic regionalism stands out against all hackneyed and devalued
versions o f culture whether these stem from the international econom ic
order, from nationalist propaganda or, m ore recently, from Pan-Islamic
cliches. The irrelevantly employed glass box and the tacky version o f the
Arabian nights are both architectural enemies. So are all those
ideological m anipulations or religion that reduce the Faith to a billboard
o f platitudes and slogans (24).

Summaries

This background briefly outlines the present state o f the ‘m o d em ’ built Omani
environment.

It attempts to show the drastic shift from the traditional built

environment to what is emerging as ‘m odern.’

The striking difference is that

traditionally, the primary concern was to create social spaces accom panied with
architectonic representation which signified such spaces. T oday, our principal goal is
to erect utilitarian and functional enclosures.

The result is what Sharabi (1988)

describes as a "curious aspect shared by all types o f neopatriarchy, the absence equally
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o f genuine traditionalism and o f authentic modemity"(23).
This analysis o f the traditional ‘social space’ ({hurmali} in relation to patriarchy
is an attempt to unveil the "generating principle" or the "deep structure" which affects
the built environment. The transformation o f this spatial ‘deep structure’ is what
qualifies the term "modernism" to be applied to this episteme o f m odernity1. This
transformation o f the traditional ‘social space’ is one way to attempt the achievement
o f so-called "authentic modernity."
This study which briefly examined the Omani applications o f patriarchy,
tribalism, Islam, shaykh and non-shaykh class systems attempted also to illustrate the
two inexorably separate worlds o f men and women. W ithin this context, we viewed how

'hurmah' as ‘social space’ within the dwelling as well as within the neighborhood, is
coordinated by the rituals or worship. M ore importantly, we observed how "hurmah"
evolves from the symbolic (egalitarian) to the territorial (hierarchical). Attendant to the
disintegration o f m any aspects o f cultural systems, we encounter a polarized sociospatial distance between different class groups. Throughout this study we also observed
how , traditionally, spatial distance has increased concom itantly with a rise in the social
status o f the shaykh.
The shaykh, today, maintains superficial political and representative power. A s

1 For Sharabi (1988), the concept of modernity is comprised of three distinct but closely related elements:
‘modernity’ (structure), ‘modernization’ (process), and ‘modernism’ (consciousness).
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in the past, his dwelling is a citadel crowning a hilltop and "proving" what Abu-Lughud
(1984) explains as his "ability to buy." This dwelling is no longer integrated in the
community. U nlike the traditional shaykhly dwelling, these new m onum ents do not
participate in the spatial ordering o f the community. Similarly, a new m osque is yet
another ‘detached’ m onum ent which is not designed as a significant part o f the larger
scheme o f the community.

In fact, this new m osque is usually planned after the

com m unity has been built, a process which reduces the m osque’s cultural significance
as an urban ordering center. In addition, the ‘sablaJf (male reception space near the
m osque) is non-existent within the new communities.

In fact, non-commercial,

culturally public outdoor and indoor spaces are simply not encouraged to be built.
W ithin the urban space itself, two forms o f ordering systems have ascended: the
autom obile and the ideological significance o f class structure. A s such , wealthier
classes live closer to the main streets in their opulent, residential quarters. Urban
planners m ake sure that residents are able to park their cars as close to their doorway
as possible. A s a result, the urban alienation o f people is created: people are confined
to air-conditioned enclosures - t h e house, the car and the office. T he places o f social,
cultural and intellectual interactions have been reduced to a living room and an office
space. T o an unquantifiable degree, this alienating ‘social space’ has assisted in creating
a social condition in which individuals find themselves in a state o f constant isolation.
A s a result, the individual’s primary concern becom es limited in a consum ptive pursuit
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o f private interest at the expense o f institutional and collective interests. The problem
and its sym ptom s have been highlighted by Sharabi (1988):
F or the typical bureaucrat, for instance, the workplace (one’s office) is no
m ore than an extension o f the place o f sociability and relaxation. There
is little qualitative difference between what goes on in the office or what
goes on in the salon, living room, or ldiwan.' In all these places guests
are received and entertained, coffee or tea served, and amiable
conversation enjoyed at leisure...It is not difficult to see why [much]
cooperation and collective effort are hard to achieve, or how under these
conditions social energy, instead o f being concentrated in purposive
action, get diverted into personal benefit or sublimated into gossip [or]
conspiracy. ..(131-32).
Solutions to improve our ‘m od em ’ situation lie beyond the scope and capacity
o f this study. Nevertheless, one might suggest general points which, in turn, must be
subjected to open and critical debate.
A s in the past, cultural and environmental factors should dialectically influence
the creation o f the new built environment. However, this m ust begin with a ‘m od em ,’
critical revision o f the concept o f ‘hurmah’: from this, the deconstruction o fits linguistic
semantics and significations must proceed. 'Hunnah,' today, m ust not signify simply
a specific social group such as wom en, a tribe, or a specific class, relegated to their own
space. Rather, the concept orhurmah' m ust be attributed solely to architectural and
urban sym bolic quality. Because the kinship and tribal elem ents which have socially
defined the traditional ‘harali have also been effectively dissolved within new urban and
residential loci, a new opportunity now arises for the recreation o f a ‘modern haratf.
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It is encumbent upon the m od em designer to integrate different social backgrounds
without allowing class territoriality to take hold. Since land distribution is totally
controlled by the government, class, tribal, sectarian, and ethnic integration m ust be a
priority in any urban planning.
Specifically, public spaces -m o sq u es, sablahs, plazas and the lik e - m ust be
integrated as part o f the urban fabric and not as isolated urban nodes. M en, women
and children m ust all participate in the conception and use o f all public spaces. M ore
importantly, in order to create "a m odem harah," three urban elem ents m ust be
considered and implemented: public spaces for all; identifiable periphery which delimits
urban sprawl and marks the inside/outside limits o f each community; and a series o f
thresholds as urban landmarks which may create a sense o f procession from the outside
o f the 'harah' toward the dwelling.
Because the traditional dwelling existed as an extension o f the ‘harah,’ it is not
feasible to recreate these inward-looking dwellings in a m od em urban fabric. Direct
imitation o f these dwellings coupled with their location in alienating contexts results in
creating isolated and detached dom estic spaces where wom en and children becom e
secluded. The ‘social space’ in a new dwelling must flow outwardly to include the
surrounding public spaces without violating the privacy o f the household. A lso, a
greater emphasis should be directed toward increasing pedestrian spaces outside these
dwellings in order to create continuity within the neighborhood. These pedestrian
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spaces can be elaborate in order to create a graceful transition (a threshold) between the
main street and the house. This means allowing a processional flow o f spaces from the
house into the main street, creating a dialectical spatial relationship between neighbors.
M ore critically, and one o f the m ost pressing issues facing m odem Arab cities today, is
the issued o f gender segregation.

Because wom en in Oman are not allowed into

m osques, and in order to acknowledge and validate their spirituality, a prayer hall must
be calibrated as the central and m ost sacred space in the dwelling.
However, the m ost influential factor in creating "humane" cities begins with
appropriate education for architects and planners.

A s proposed by M oham m ed

Arkoun (1986):
I f architecture is a free artistic creation, it does not need a system atic
study o f literary and historical descriptions. I f it is a major activity
engaging for long periods the relations o f people to the landscape, the
m odes and ways o f adapting the space to the individual and the collective
existence, then architects, more than other professionals, should have a
solid knowledge o f all the determining aspects o f human life (21).
Perhaps, the m ost challenging approach is to consider ‘space’ as structured like
language.

A s such, like language, space is structured m onologically through the

patriarchal order. Therefore, any attempt to achieve "authentic modernism" begins with
a systematic deconstruction o f the m onlogical structures reigning the neopatriarchal
thought and m ode o f existence (Sharabi: 1988;86).

A SH IFT FR O M THE VALLEY TO THE H IG H W A Y
(H A W L E Y : 1977)
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